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Abstract

The assessment of the requirements for a transportation

system to transport special nuclear materials, due to the complex-

ities deriving from schedule size and flexibility, convoy components
and maintenance requirements, requires a well-formulated model

and an associated computer package not presently available. IIere,

we detail the problem of sizing the transportation system, present

several approaches to modeling this system, and provide recommen-

dations for development of a compaterized model.
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1. O INTRODUCTION

A vital part of the system for safeguarding special nuclear

material used in the nuclear fuel cycle is the transportation system

for this material. In order to analyze the requirements for this

transportation system, both in terms of size and security, a realistic

computerized model of the system is required. This model must

include all the major features of this transportation network, includ-

ing the shipment schedule for the nuclear material, different trans-

portation modes (truck, aircraft and trains), requirements for

security escort vehicles, different maintenance requirements for

trucks and escort vehicles, personnel assignment policies, and

provisions for convoying trucks and escort vehicles. It must provide

for both fleet sizing and system simulation. The fleet sizing prob-

lem is complicated by the large amount of flexibility in the shipping
schedule and the varied maintenance requirements of the dif ferent

transport unit elements, including personnel. Unfortunately, the

maintenance requirements appear to preclude the application of

previously developed fleet sizing algorithms based on integer linear

programming.

This report presents a discussion of the problems that must

be addressed in deve:t sing a computerized model of this transportation

system, reviews previously developed methods for fleet sizing, and

provides a recommended approach for the development of this com-
puterized model.

An important aspect of our recommended approach is the

decomposition of this problem, in part to increase computational

efficiency. The bases for decomposition used are time (sched.ile

over a limited time period), transportation mode (separately schedule

- n . , -
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trucks, aircraft and trains), transport unit elements (sequentially

schedule truck trailers, truck tractors, escort vehicles and personnel),

and, if needed, geography. Each step of the sequential scheduling

process establishes a service requirement that must be cove: ed by

the next step. For example, the schedule of trucks assigned to

cover the required shipments, in turn, defines a set >f services to

be covered by the assignment of drivers. A basic assignment mech-

anism for covering the required services has been identified which

involves linking together services that can be sequentially handled by

one transport unit element to form .ineraries. This linking process

includes a new approach for enforcing maintenance requirements.
This report is organized as follows. A complete statement

of the problem is given in Secta, 2. This includes a complete

description of the components of the tr ansportation system for nuclear

fuel cycle material, the impact of each of these components on the

overall system, and performance criteria to measure the effective-

nes s of the transp_ rtation system. Section 3 discusses various

approaches to the development of the computerized model. These

include possible representations of the requ; red services and methods

for linking two sequential services which can be handled by one

transport unit element, a review of integer linear progranuning

methods, and a discussion of our recommended approach. In Section

4 we present mathematical dess riptions or the integer linear pro-

gramming approaches and our rec 'mmended yace lures. Rec-

ommendations and a step-by-step plan 'or ti.e de v(lopment and

testing of this model are given in Section 5, fo' oveed by a list of

references in Section (). An annotated bibliograp: v of relevant

material that has been reviewed is preser.ted in Appendix A.

_
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2. O PROBLEM STATEMENT

Computerized models of the transportation sy stem for nuclear

fuel cycle material can be divided into three types based on their

intended use: sizing, simulation, and dispatching. The primary
purpose of this effort is to develop a model that can be used to size

the required transportation system and to study the effects on system

size of changes in system parameters and assumptions. Of secondary

importance are simulation models which are required to investigate
the effects of major system perturbations, such as vehicle breakdowns .

on the ability of the transportation system to perform its function.

The development of dispatching algorithms will eventually be required
for scheduling of the actual fleet when it evolves in the future. This

dispatching problern, however, is a tertiary consideration in this
inve t ' ' ',ation.

The development of a computerized transportation system

rr.odel for the transport of nuclear fuel cycle materials requires
consideration of two major factors: 1) the physical description of

the components of the $ransportation system and 2) performance

measures and design criteria for the model. Each of these major
factors is discussed in detail in this section.

2.1 The Transportation Systern

The transportation system consists of the following elements:

(1) the network, i. e. , the locations of the shippers and
re ceive rs ,

(2) the nuclear material shipping schedule, including allow-
able ranges of delivery dates,

^ OJ T



(3) the transport units which are comprised of the vehicles
and their crews, including those devoted to the security

function,

(4) the maintenance requirements for the transport unit

components, both vehicles and crews,

(5) the mode choice (i. e. , truck, aircraft or train), and

(o) the procedures for assigning transport units to shipments.

2.1.1 The Network

The transportation network is defined by the physical locations

of the reactors, fuel reprocessing plants, fuel element fabrication

plants and spent fuel / nuclear waste storage facilities, and by the
characteristics of the nuclear fuel cycle itself. This nuclear fuel

cycle is depicted in Figure 2.1.
The user of the nuclear fuel elements is the reactor, which

must be periodically refueled. The current refueling policy is to
yearly replace one-third of the fuel elements for pressurized water
reactors (PWR) and one-fourth for boiling water reactors (BWR).

The old fuel elements which are removed from the reactor core are
highly radioactive and must be stored at the reactor for a minimum

cooling period, which is on the orde r of five months.

Following this cooling period, the spent fuel can either be

shipped to a long-term storage facility or to a reprocessing plant
where usable fuel is separated from the waste material. This waste

material is then shipped so a storage facility.

Usable fuel (U-235 and Pu) is shipped from the enrichmer +

facilities and reprocessing plants to the fabricatica plants where fresh
fuel elements are made. These fresh fuel elements are then shipped

to the reactors, thereby completing the fuel cycle.

*~
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Due to the high radioactivity of the spent fuel elements that

must be shipped from the reactors to the reprocessors and to storage,

heavy shielding is required. This greatly limits the number of spent
fuel elements that can be shipped on one vehicle. For example, only

two spent fur i elements from a pressurized water reactor (PWR) can

be shipped on a conventional truck. In contrast, less shielding is

required for the shipment of fresh fuel and fresh fuel elements because
of their lower radioactivity. This allows about fourteen fresh fuel
elements for a PWR to be shipped on the same type of truck. There-

fore, the portion of the nuclear fuel cycle that most affects the

required size of the transportation fibet is the shipment of the spent
fu el . The transportation requirements for the other parts of the

cycle are about an order of magnitude less.
The security requirements may represent a lesser problem for

the shipment of spent fuel than for the shipment of the fresh fuel (U-235

and Pu) and the fresh fuel elements. The reasons for this are that the
high radioactivity of the spent fuel should reduce the likelihood of any

hijacking attempts and the heavy required shielding provides a degree

of inherent protection against sabotage. In contrast, the fresh fuel

(U-235 and Pu) shipped to the fabrication plants and the fresh lael

elements shipped to the reactors could be used in the manufacture of

nuclear weapons. This, therefore, may require a higher level of
security for these parts of the nuclear fuel cycle transportation system.

An important parameter established by the network is the

shipping time between two locations. This shippine, time is a function
of the mode (i. e. , truck, rail, or aircraf t) of the shipment, as well

as the dis'ance between these locations. The transportation system

model must take these factors into account.

.,g
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2.1. 2 The Shipment Schedule

The factor which drives the shipment schedule is the periodic

requirement to refuel each of the reactors. The current refueling
policy for PWR's is to yearly replace one-third of the fuel rods.

For BWR's, one-fourth of the fuel rods are replaced yearly.

The dominant feature of the shipping schedule is the flexibility
in possible shipping dates. The only hard time constraint on the

shipments of the spent fuel rods is that they cannot be shipped prior
to the expiration of the minimum required cooling period. The

fresh fuel rods must be shipped so as to arrive at the reactor prior

to the scheduled refueling time. Even here there is a relatively
long period, perhaps on the order of a month, during which the fresh

fuel rods can be delivered. There is probably a similar degree of
flexibility in the shipment of fuel from the reprocessing and enrich-

ment plants to the fabricators. This shipment schedule flexibility
should allow the actual schedule to be smoothed out so that peaks and

valleys in the shipping load can be avoided. This smoothing precess

should tend to minimize the required number of transport units. In

Reference (2), it was shown that a shipment flexibility of seven days

using only trucks provides sufficient smoothness in the shipping load
so that larger shipment flexibilities do not, in general, reduce the

required number of vehicles. Greater flexibilities do, however,

increase the computational burden in finding an optimal assignment
of transport umts to the shipments because of the increased number
of assignment possibilities.

- /



2.1. 3 Transport Units

The basic transport unit elements are:

(1) the carriers, which include trucks, airplanes, and trains;

the truck trailers and tractors should be considered separately

for assignment purposes,

(2) the escort vehicles, and

(3) the personnel, which includes truck drivers, train crews,
aircraft crews and guards.

The feature of the transport units which will have the greatest

impact on the transportation model is the capacity of each type of
carrier. The model must be capable of handling carriers of different

capacities. Some examples of potential truck carriers with their
. (3)

capacities are

(1) Conventional trucks (22,000 kg payload)

(2) Armored trucks (12,000 kg payload)

(3) Safe secure trailers (7700 kg payload)

(4) Integrated container truck (4500 kg payload).

These capacities of the assumed carrier will determine the number of

carriers required per shipment, which will then, in turn, determine
the escort vehicle and personnel requirements.

2.1. 4 Maintenance Requirements

The procedures for the assignment of transport units to ship-

ments must account for th periodic maintenance requirements of these

units. Each type of transport unit is expected to have its own unique

maintenance requirements. Generally, the requirements for a given

transport unit type can be specified by some combination of a maxi-

. .g
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mum allowable time and a maximum allowable distance travelled since
maintenance was last performed. In addition, the length of time

required to perform the maintenance must be specified, along with the

locations of the maintenance bases and whether a unit can use the near-

est maintenance base or must return to its home base for maintenance.
In the TRUCKING I model, maintunance had to be scheduled

before a maximum time interval since the last maintenance was
exceeded. Specific values of 24, 27, and 30 days for this maximum

time interval were considered, while the time to perform maintenance

was varied from 5 to 7 days. This model considered the procedure
of allowing a truck to receive maintenance at the nearest base, as well
as requiring the truck to return to home base for mainte:.ance. 1.

this study the number of maintenance bases was varied from one to
three.

The transportation scheduling algorithm cf Reference (4)

requires that during each month a truck must spend 152 hours out of

696 in maintenance. Thus the reimum allowable period between
maintenance is 544 hours and the time t, perform each maintenance

is 152 hours. Four home bases were assemed and each truck was
required to return to its home base for maintenance.

Deficiencies of both of these truck scheduling models are that

they do not consider the separate maintenance requirements for the

tractors and trailers, nor the distinct maintenance requirements for the
escort vehicles and personnel.

Maintenance requirements for other possible modes of transpor-

tation must also be considered. For aircraft, the standard policy is

to provide periodic maintenance based on the clapsed number of flying
hours, and to perform more extensive maintenance at longer intervals

of elapsed flying hours. Although maintenance requirements for trains

. p - 7
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may be less than for trucks and aircraft, train maintenance at

periodic intervals must also be considered.
.bly the most stringent " maintenance" requirements willPrm

be those for :he per sonnel, i. e. , guards and drivers, of the transpor-

tation system. These requirements are defined by such quantities as
the maximum allowable time since the last break at home base,

maximum driving time without a break, holiday and weekend work

rules, vacation policies, and any job classification rules that preclude

persons in one job category from performing a task in another job

category.

2.1. 5 Mode Choice

Possible transportation modes for the shipment of nuclear
material include trucks, aircraft and trains. The use of aircraft will

probably be restricted to shipments between locations with suitable
nearby airfield facilities. Similarly, shipments by train will probably

Theserequire railheads at both the origin and destination points.
railheads may either be located on-site or in the vicinity of the A.
When aircraft or trains are used, trucks must also be assigned to

transport the material between the airport or railhead and the

f a cility.
The choice of the mode to be used for a given shipment will

depend on a number of facto rs. The availability of nearby airfields

at both the origin and destination is required for shipment by aircraft

and, similarly, railheads for trains. The nature of the material to

be shipped (e. g. , spent fuel, enriched U-235, fresh fuel elements) and

the corresponding shipment security requirements may also af fect the
mode choice. For example, if trains are available, they may be used

,. p
'
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mainly for high volume shipments such as spent fuel and waste material.

The availability of the various modes will also affect the mode choice,

as may the distance between the origin and destination points.

Procedures for the assignment of transportation modes to
shipments may significantly affect the fleet size. For example, one

such procedure might be to maximize the use of a fixed fleet of aircraft.

Trucks must then be assigned to transport the material to and from the

airfields and to cover the remaining shipments. In such a case the term

minimum flect size might be interpreted as the minimum number of
tr u ck s. Another assignment procedure might be to make the mode

choice based on some cost-effectiveness measure, su'aject to any mode

choice constraints. An example of such a measure might be total ship-
ment cost in dollars.

2.1. 6 Transport Unit Assienment Procedures

In addition to providing fleet sizing information, a major output
of this study will be procedures for the assignment of transport units to
shipments. These assignment procedures will probably be driven, to

a large extent, by the maintenance requirements for the different types
of transport units. It can probably be expected that the maintenance

requirements for one of the types of transport units will have a major
effect on the assignment procedures of all the other transport unit
elements.

To illustrate the effect of the maintenance requirements on the

assignment procedures, consider the following example. Assume that

the crews that drive the tractors must have a break (i. e. , maintenance)

at home base every two weeks and that the tractors require mainten-
ance at home base every four weeks. Further assume that the crews

. -
I
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must return to home base in the tractors, i. e. , they are not allowed

to take alternate transportation to and from the home base. In this
case the crew maintenance requirements basically drive the assign-

ment procedures for the other transoort units since a given crew /

tractor combination can be on the road at most two weeks at a time

before it must return to the home base.
Next assume that the tractor crews can be changed while the

tractor is away from the home base through the use of alternate means

to transport the crews to and from home base. Now the maintenance

requirements for the tractor s, which must return to home base after
four weeks on the road, drive the assignment procedures for the other

transport unit elements.
It is expected that convoying of trucks and escort vehicles will

be used to reduce the required number of escort vehicles. The convoy-

ing rules will probably affect the assignment procedures of all the

transport unit elements.

2. 2 Performance Measures

The first priority of the transportation system for shipment
of nuclear fuel cycle material mus t be to meet all the shipping require-

ments and to satisfy all constraints introduced by security require-

ments. Subject to these firm requirements, the transportatica sy:, tem

must be designed based on criteria such as minimum f'eet size or

minimum operating cost while remaining sufficiently flexible to accom-
odate vehicle breakdowns and other perturbation s to the system.

- c ,n
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2. 2.1 Design Criteria

A common criterion for transportation system design
is minimum fleet size. This is the basic goal of Trucking 1 in

which the number of vehicles in the fleet is increased until the mini-
mum number is found that can accomodate the shipping requirements.

This criterion has also been used in a number of other studies

in which the minimum fleet size is found directly using a variety of
methods. All of these studies assumed given shipment schedules and

of these only Trucking I included provisions for vehicle maintenance.

None of them included provisions for convoying, assignment of escort
vehicles, or assignment of personnel.

Other design criteria have been used as bases for scheduling
a fixed transportation fleet to cover a shipping schedale. These

include minimizing estimated fleet operating costs in dollars,
maximizing the profit for the fleet, and minimization of dead-
heading for a fleet of trucks. ( } Again, complicating factors such as

assignment of personnel, convoying and maintenance (except for Ref-
erence 4) were not considered.

A distinguishing feature of the transportation system for nuclear

fuel cycle material is the relatively large amount of flexibility in ship-
ment and delivery dates. This flexibility results in a large number of
possible ways to schedule transport units to cover the shipments.
Some set of criteria are, th e re for e , needed to construct a " good" set
of itineraries for the transport units.

An itinerary for one transport unit element can be built by
connecting shipments which can be sequentially handled by that ele-

ment, while providing for required maintenance. The ways by which
two shipments can be so connected are:

9
,
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(1) direct connection - the transport unit delivers a shipment to
a location and immediately picks up another shipment,

(2) connection with an idle period - the transport unit delivers

a shipment to a location and waits at that location for another

shipment from there to become available,

(3) connection with a deadhead - the transport unit delivers a

shipment to location A and then deadheads to location B to pick

up a shipment there , and

(4) connection with a deadhead and idle - this is the same. as 3)
except that an idle period is also included at either location.

These ways for connecting two shipments are listed in terms of prob-

able decreasing desirability. By associating penalties with each type
of connection, it would be possible to associate an overall penalty with

each itinerary. A possible rr eans for constructing a " good" schedule

might be to attempt to minirr ize the sum of the penalties associated

with each of these itineraries.
The personnel assignment portion of the scheduling algorithm

will have its own unique criteria. The principal driving factors here

will be the per sonnel " maintenance" requiremente discussed in

Section 2.1. 4. It can also be expected that some ascignments will be

undersirable from a crew's viewpoint. Provisions may be required

to ensure that one cr-w is not burdened with an excessive rumber of

trips of this type.

2.2.2 Computer Model Requirements

The purpose of the computerized model of the nuclear fuel

cycle transportation system will be to provide a flexible tool to inves-

tigate the sizing and scheduling requirements for this system.

n
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Specifically, this model should crovide the capability to investigate

the effects on fleet and crew ros er size and scheciuling procedures
of such factors as

(1) various mixes of different transnortation modes (i. e. ,
truck, aircraft, and rail),

(2) various vehicle and personnel maintenance requirements,
(3) different planning horizons,

(4) various amounts of flexibility in the shipping schedule,
(5) different truck convoying rules, which ;nclude the ruler

for assigning escort vehicles and guards to the convoys,
(6) various vehicle carrying capacities,

(7) various criteria for the sequential connection of shipments
to be handled by one transport unit element, and

(8) limiting of the hours per day that a vehicle can travel,

including the possibilities of no arrivals, departures or travel
on weekends, holidays or nights.

In addition the model must provide for the capability to investigate
the effects on the system of vehicle breakdowns and the procedures
for handling these breakdowns.

Wherever possible, the computerized model should provide
graphical o'2tputs that represent the sensitivity of the fleet size and

schedule optimization criterion to each of the above listed items.

-- n
-
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3. O APPROACIIES TO MODEL DEVELOPMENT

The development of a computerized model for sizing and

simulation of the nuclear fuel cycle transportation system will

necessarily depent upon consideration of (1) the size of the shipping

s che dule , (2) the presence of distinct transport unit types (trains,

aircraft, trailer s, tractors, escort vehicle s, drivers and guards)
and their inte1 relationships, and (3) maintenance requirements dif-

ferentiated by type of transport unit.

The basic problem in developing this coraputerized model is

how to assign the transport unit elements (trailers, tractors, air-
craft, railroad cars. escort vehicles and personnel) to cover the

shipping schedule for the nuclear fuel cycle material. To illustra; e
the magnitude of the problem, consider a system involving 500

shipments in a year. This is a level which might be achieved if

plutonium were recycled. To each o: oese shipments a truck

trailer must be assigned. Then tractor assignments are required

for each trailer. Depending on the convoying and escort require-
ments about two escort vehicles may be required per truck, and

finally, personnel must be assigned to each tractor and escort vehicles,

say one crew (2 persons) to each tractor and escort vehicle. Thus the
total umbt of individual assignment tasks in this case is about 3500.

A rough estimate can be made of the required fleet size for this

problem by arsuming that there are about 250 working days in a year

,
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and that the time per shipment averages 3 days (this includes allowances

for deadheading and maintenance). The resulting fleet is about 7 trac-

tors and trailers, 14 escort vehicles and 21 crews. Each transport
unit element would average about 73 shipment assignments per year.

This example did not include shipments of spent fuel from the

reactor s to the reprocessors. Including this portion of the nuclear

fuel cycle increases the required number of individual truch shipments

in the year from approximately 500 to 5000 or so, an order of magni-

tude increase. This increases the number of individual assignments to

about 35,000, while the estimated size requirements increase by factors
of 10 for each transport unit type as ell; i. e. , to 70 tractors, 140

escort vehicles and 210 crews.

In this section, we conader the app;icability to this problem of
previously developed mini-num fleet sizing methods whicn are based

upon integer linear progra nming (ILP) formulations. The principal
variables in these forrran t ans are those related to the linking of two

sequential services (e. g. , shipments). Certain aspects of the nuclear

fuel cycle transportatim system, specifically, the presence of dead-

heading and the interdependence of the several transport unit types,

require extensions to the ILP formulations, but they can be handled
without disturbing their basic nature. However, we have been unable to

find a representation of maintenance requirements in the Iarm of linear

constraints phrased in terms of the service linking variables.

13e cause of these difficulties with the maintenance requirements,

alternative fleet sizing methods appear to be necessary for this problem.
Key aspects of the methods developed here are-

(1) the central roles of the recursive procedure for linking
pairs of services,

'- n
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(2) the concept of itinerary construction based upon the recur-

cive linking of pairs of services,
(3) the ,atural or required decomposition of the problem inte

.a!e parts, each of which is also a sizing ( or simula-:a'

.oni , able m ,

(4) the division of methods into fixed fleet and nonfixed-fleet
approaches.

Af ter a presentation of preliminaries devoted to services

(e. g. , shipments), this section is directed toward an examination of

previously developed methods for sizing and then to alternative
methods which can solve the problem *at hand.

The presentation of mathematical details are reserved entirely

for Section 4.

3.1 Representation of Required Services

The shipping schedule defines requirements for the carrying

vehicles, e. g. , trains, aircraft or trucks. In the methods developed
in this section, there is utility in generalizing this concept to one of

a set of required services that niust be covered. For example, the
movements of trucks define a set of required services for truck drivers.

Thus here we adopt the more general terminclogy of services rather

than shipments.

3.1. I Services with Fixed Times

A service with fixed departure and arrival times in defined by

1) the origin

2) the destination

3
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3) the quantity M the service (e. g. , amount of material to be

shipped)

4) the depaeture time

5) the arrival time

Several such services are illustrated in Figure 3.1.

3.1. 2 Services with Flexible Times

An important characteristic of the shipment schedule for special

nuclear materials is the flexibility in the departure and arrival times.

One simple means for representing this flexibility is the use of a discrete

set of pairs of departure and arrival tunes. This is illustrated in

Figure 3.2. This representation is typicci of those used in the integer

linear programming approaches discussed subsequently.

A second simple means for representing flexibility is to allow

a continuous range of departure times (and corresponding arrival times)

over an interval. Finally, flexibility might be represented by a set of

such intervals, as illustrated in Figure 3. 3. This latter representation

is required to allow for such schedule details as presence of holidays

and restrictions on loading and unloading times.

3.1. 3 Periodic Sets of Services

For certain purposes, we shall be concerned with periodic sets

of services. Consider a set of services with period T, as illustrated

in Figure 3. 4. To define a periodic set of services, it is of course

only necessary to list services associated with a single designated

interval of duration equal to T. For this purpose, the departure time

for a service will be taken in the designated interval. If the as sociated

arrival time then happens to fall beyond the end of this designated

~
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interval, as illustrated in Figure 3. 4, an equivalent representation with

an arrival time within the interval is obtained by considering the service

to be in two pieces. The first piece is obtained from the original

service by terminating it at the end of the period. The second piece

is obtained from a second service identical to this service but arriving

one period earlier than actual arrival time. It is generated by cutting

this new service off at the beginning of the period. These two pieces

can then be joined by a return arc, as illustrated in Figure 3. 4.

It should also be noted that services can cover several periods.

For example, with a period of two days, a seven-day service will

cover four or five periods. An extension of the ideas presented above

leads to the identification of several pieces and associated return arcs

withir. one period.

3. 2 I,inkinu of Services

The itinerary for a transport unit will consist of a sequence of

journey legs which include services covered, periods of idin., dead-

head trips, and stays in maintenance ar.d at home base. The element-

ary step in c >nstructing an itinerary is the linking of two services to

be sequentially covered.

Several possibilities for linking two services (with fixed depar-

ture and ar rival times) are illustratc<' in Figure 3. 5. These possibilities

include

(1) direct linking, i. e. , the prior service has destination and

arrival time coincident with the origin and departure time for

the second service,

(2) linking with idling only, i. e. , the first service F as destination

coincident with the origin of the second ser vice, but an arrival

time earlier than the second service's departure time,

4
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(3) linking with deadheading only

(4) linking with deadheading and idling

(5) linking with an intermediate stop at maintenance (with various

further distinctions pertaining to deadheading and idling).

In constructing itineraries, a candidate pair of services must

be tested for two types of feasibilitv conditions:

(1) maintenance, i.e., is the accumulated " duty" less than the

maximum allowed before maintenance (for vehicles, rest for

people ) ? Linking of two services may require an intermediate

stop in maintenance to meet th,is feasibility condition.

(2) temporal sequences, i.e., is the time of arrival at the origin

of the second service laier than the departure time for the second

service' When the destination of the first service does not
coincide with the origin of the second service, the deadheading

time must also be considered.
Two services which can be linked can be represented for many

purposes as a aingle equivalent link, as illustrated in Figure 3. 6.

Specifically, this combined service is defined as follows:

(1) the origin is the origin of first service

(2) the destination is the destination of the second service
(3) the quantity is the minirnum of the quantities of the first and

second services

(4) the departure time is the departure time of the first service

(5) the arrival time is the arrival time of the second service
(if the quantities of the first and second services differ, that service with
the greater quantity is split into two parts (services) before linking, with

one part (service) having the qua stity equal to that of the other service).

This representation of linked servicec as one service gives rise to

,
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the possibdity for simple, recursive itinerary construction schemes.
Now onsider the linking of two flexible services (i. e. , services

with altern 4tive pairs of departure and arrival times). For example,
consider two services with discrete alternatives, as illustrated in

Figure 3.7. In principle, one must consider linking each alternative
'

for the first service with each alternative for the second service. In
general, one will find more than one pair of alternatives to be feasible.

Each of these could then be included in the equivalent representation of

the pair of services, but only certain of these pairs vill actually W
retained.

Reasonable rules for retaining feasible linkings are as follows:

(1) do not include a maintenance stop, unless it is necessary

(2) discard any resultant service which covers a strictly larger

time interval than some other resultant service with the same

arrival or departure time (this eliminates unnecessary idling

between the services).
Based on these rules, the resultant retained combined service for the

flexible services illustrated in Figure 3. 7 are those indicated by a

heavy dasbed line. The one indicated by a light dashed line is eliminated

by these rules.

Linking of services taken from a periodic set of services can be

easily reduced to linking of services as described above and the resultant

service can be placed in the desired form. Details are provided in

Se ction 4. 3. Of special note, however, is the possibility of a service
being linked to itself to form a closed loop. This is illustrated in Figure

3. 8. Provision for "self-linking" requires some further special assump-

tions. Details are also provided in Section 4. 3.

,Q '
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For purposes of measuring the value of linkings and for

providing measures of the transportation system as a whole, it is

useful to associate a set of elementary me;sures with each service.

These measures include

(1) Total time

(2) Total miles
(3) Active duty time

(4) Active duty miles

(5) Deadhead time

(6) Deadhead miles

(7) Idle time
(8) Flexibility (range of alternative cemrture times).

m. p ,

. ._
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3. 3 Intecer Linear Procramming (ILP) Formulations

One rational measure for the cost of a transportation system

which involves a single type of transport unit is the size of the required

fl e e t. This " minimum fleet size" problem has received considerable

* '
attention in the Operatior.s Research literature. Here we exam-

ine the applicability of the methods which have been previously developed

to the problem of sizing the nuclear fuel cycle transportation system.

In several of the methods developed for the minimum fleet

problem, a key role is played by variables pertaining to the pairwise
linking of sequential services. If no linkings were made, the fleet size

required would equal the number of required services, i.e., one

transport unit for each service. Each linking of services eliminates the
need for one transport unit element. Hence the minimum fleet size

problem can be phrased in terms of a problem of maximizing the num-

ber of pairwise linkings.

Tb- effectiveness of these methods derives from the fact that the

feasibi1L d each linking is assumed to be independent of 11 othe rs,

and all constraints can be expressed in linear form.

The simplest of these methods pertains to a fixed schedule of

required service s. Feasible pairwise linkings are first defined. The

problem is then to maximize the number of such pairwise linkings.

This problem can be formulated as a maximum flow problem on a

bipartite graph with each unit of flow corresponding to a selected link-

ing. The out-of-kilter flow (OKF) algorithm is particular1; well-suited

to this problem.

Introduction of flexibility requires a new formulation for which

the OKF algorit!.m no longer applies. Levin discusses several ILP

formulations which account for flexibility through the use of " bundle

~ , (; ')s
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cor atraints", where each service is represented by a set (bundle) of

discrete alternate service times. The independence of feasible

linkings (for services with specific choices of service times) is still

assumed. Problems with several hundred constraints (where the
number of constraints corresponds to the number of service alterna-

tives) are computationally feasible.

In the presentations of these ILP methods, no consideration

is given to deadhead;ug. Extensions to include deadheading are

straightforward, however, since the possibility of deadhead trips can

be incorporated in the prior identification of feasible linkings.

Hence, if the problem at hand could be described as the min-

imization of the number of units of a single type to cover a flexible

schedule represented by discrete alternative services with dead-

heading allowed, previously developed methods would appear to be

applicable.

Two further issues remain however: (1) the composite nature

of the transportation system, i. e. , the presence of several transport

unit types and their interrelationships, and (2) maintenance consid-

erations.

The composite nature of the transportation system leads to

a necessity to resolve the fundamental multicriteria nature of the

problem (c. g. , minimize number of truck, number of escorts, and

number of personnel), and to mathematically formulate the interde-

pendencies among transport unit types. These interdependencies

can be phrased as linear inequality constraints. Fu r th e r mo r e , if the

sizing problem is phrased in terms of a linear combination of num-

bers of each type, or if a priority assignment technique is adopted,

the ILP structure can be maintained. Details are given in Section 4.

However, the number of the interdependence constraints appears to

-n_..g
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make computational feasibility a serious question, even where mouest-

sized shipment schedule s (e. g. , 500 shipments per year) are involved,

However, the issue of maintenance appears to preclude the use

of ILP techniques. In many flect sizing problems the maintenance
issue can be ignored when it is accomplished on a regular basis inde-

pendent of itinerary construction. For example, urban buses operate

on a daily schedule with routine maintenance performed at either end

of the day or by removing the bus from the fleet for one or more days

for maintenance. Thus maintenance is accomplished completely

outside of the scheduling period.

Unfortunately, the nuclear fuel cycle transportation system

does not seem to allow this type of regular maintenance. It appears

that provisions for maintenance must be included directly in the

itinerary construction process of linking sequential services. We

have thus far been unable to formulate these maintenance requirements

in the form of linear constraints which are required for the ILP

methods. This indicates the need for alternate approaches to the fleet

sizing problem for the nuclear fuel cycle transportation system.

,
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3. 4 Recommended Approach

It is apparent frorn the discussion of the previous section that

the sizing problem for the nuclear fuel cy. le transportation systen,

cannot be solved by applice tion of previously developed integer

linear programming methods. Before addressing alternative approaches,

we will review the requirements for a method which can successfully
solve the sizing problem. The method must address, at a minimum,

*

schedule details, including spai n.i diversity of origins and.

destinations, and flexibility in service times
the role of deachead tripse

maintenance requirements differentiated by transport unite

type.

We have conclu< led that these three items dictate that itineraries,
i.c.. sequences of journey legs, including services, deadheads, idle

periods and stays at maintenance or home base, must be explicitly rep-
resented. This is in contrast to the ILP methods scussed in Section

3. 3 where only pairwise connections of journey legs received explicit
representation.

Optimal techniques exist, in principle, which are based upon
variables related to itineraries. These techniques require that all
feasible itineraries be explicitly or implicitly generated. Due to the

pres. nce of maintenance considerations, the only technique known to us
for generation of feasible itineraries is implicit en_.neration.(14)That

fact and the enormous number of feasible itineraries, even in rnodest

sized problems, ir- acates that optimal technique s will have to give way
to suboptimal techniques. The approaches we develop here are sub-

optimal in that a limited collection of feasible itineraries are generated
for examination. In fact, a key to the success of these approaches is

g - '
_.
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the development of effective techniques for generating a " good" set

of itineraries.

We envision two generic approaches for solving the sizing

problem:

(1) " fixed-flect" approaches, in which a sequence of specified

transportation systems (e. g. , a " fixed-fleet" of trucks) are
examined for feasibility with the minimize sized, feasible

transportation system as the goal.

(2) "non-fixed-fleet" approaches, which represent an extension

of the approach used in the ILP methods presented in Section

3. 3, in which feasible itineraries are gener ated from the shipping

schedule without prior specification of the size of the transporta-

tion system. The required size is then deduced from the itineraries
so constructed (e.g. , by counting them to get the number of

transport units required).

In developing these approaches, additional problem requirements

which must be addressed are:

e multiple transport unit types, with implications for the presence

of multiple criteeia and for e need to represent interdependen-

cies of transport unit types,

e mode choice, i.e., choice of shipment by truck, train or

aircraft,

e shipment quantities; i. e. , the fact that shipments generally

require a number of trailers (or carrying containers), and

e provision f or convoying, i. e. , the simultaneous movement of

several trailers in order to improve security or reduce guard

r e qui r e m e n t s .

In principle, sizing is most accurately approached by establish-

ing all future requirements. Clearly, these requirements will

36 'u ') -
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varv (generally increase) with time. This approach is irnpractical.
A more reasonable approach is to identify an interval of time for

which requirements are to be deduced, i.e. , a planning interval.

Specifically, a shipping schedule is identified for that interval, and

feasible itineraries are constructed to cover that schedule. A prob-
lem which arises in this approach is the handling of planning interval
boundaries.

In the fixed-fleet approach, this boundary problem can be
handled by using a warm-up interval in which itineraries are con-

structed from fixed initial locations for transport units. Positions at
the end of the warm-up interval become initial positions for the

"real" itinerary construction. The purpose here is to provide a
realistic initial condition which reflects prior commitments of trans-

port unit elements to prior shipping requirements.

In the non-fixed-fleet approcch, this boundary problem can be

handled by taking the shipping schedule to be periodic, with the

teriod being the planning interval. It is emphasized that we are ng
assuming that the shipping schedule is actually periodic. This is

merely a technical device to handle the boundary problems.

This distinction in means for handling the boundary problem for
the fixed-fleet and non-fixed fleet approaches leads to a distinction in

methods for itinerary construction, as is discussed in the next section.

,;q z,
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3. 5 Itine ra r v Construction

The fundamental procedure in the recommended approach is

itinera ry construction. Two forms of this procedure a re de sc ribed

here:

(1) Open itine ra ry construction, appropriate fo r the

fixed-fleet approach

(2) Closed itinerary construction, appropriate for the

non-fixed flect approach whe re a periodic schedule

representation is used.

In using the te rm " fleet" he re, it should be recognized that we are using

it in a general sense to refe r to the collection of all transport unit

elements of a given type, e. g. , the collection of trucks, or the roste r

of c rews. To avoid cumbe rsome language, we shall refe r to the

elements as trucks.

3. 5.1 Open Itine ra rv Construction

In the fixed-fleet approach, the fleet size and the initial condi-

tions (at home base, en route to a pickup, etc. ) of all elements are

s pe cifie d. The se initial conditions define partial itine ra ries. The

objective is to attach services to these partial itineraries to produce
full itine ra rie s cove ring the specified set of se rvice s. This is

achieved by

(1) regarding the partial itineraries as the tail ends of
se rvice s, and

(2) recursively linking all services until the number of

remaining composite services is equal to the fleet size.

1
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Feasibility of the specified fleet is connec ted with the numbe r of remain-

ing composite services. If this number exceeds the fleet size, the

specified fleet is too srnall to handle the shipping schedule.

The result of he process is illustrated in Figure 3. 9, where

two trucks are indicated (service flexibility is not shown in order to

simplify the illustration). Truck I is initially located at A; truck 2

is en route to C. Three " shipment" se rvice s and two "pa rtial itinera ry"

services are involved. The process itself is based upon the recursive
linking of pairs of services as desc ribed in Section 3. 2.

The procedure is as follows:

Step 1: Dete rmine all fea sible linking s of se rvices. If the re

are none. stop; else go to Step 2

Step 2: Compute a value for each fea sible linking; go to Step 3
Step 3: Dete rmine that linking of highest value; go to Step 4
Step 4: Me rge the linked services into an equivalent se rvice;

go to Step 1.

Steps I and 4 we re desc ribed in Section 3. 2. The remaining critical step
is that of assigning a value to a feasible linking. This issue is deferred
to Sec tion 3. 5. 3.

3.5.2 Closed Itinera ry Construction

In the non-fixed fleet approach. we will obviate specification

of initial conditions by adopting a framework of a periodic set of services.

The objec'ive of itine ra ry construction is now to construct closed loops

so that. in effect, the implied initial conditions are defined by a
corresponding set of te rminal conditions. Specifically, a s illustra ted

in Figure 3.10 the association is defined by the presence of the

" return a rc". In the illustration, it can be seen that two trucks are

39
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required to cover the services if the itineraries indicated there are
adopted. This is reflected by the presence of two return arcs.

The requirement of closed loops is connected to the idea of

forcing the initial condition for each truck to' coincide with some ter-

minal condition.

The procedure in tl..s instance involves

(1) representation of the set of services in periodic form
(see Section 3. 2), and

(2) recursive linking of services as appropriate to a

periodic set of services (see Section 3. 2), including
allowance for self-linking.

Self-linking provides the essentirl closure of itineraries. It will be
recalled that the pe riodic representation for se rvices involves an

enume ration of the numbe r of return a rcs. The required flect size

is simply the sum of the number of return arcs in the set of closed

itinerarie s which cove r the se rvice s.
The procedure here is identical to that for open itinerary

construction, except that return arcs and self-linking are now allowed.

3. 5. 3 Criteria for Itinerary Construction

Itinerary construction as we have outlined it depends upon the

valuation of feasible linkings. We envision this valuation to be based

upon the recursively defined elementary measures previously delineated

at the end of Section 3. 2.
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_ _ . _ _

A reaaonable candidate for a " cost" of a linking can be defined in terms
of the following three quantities:

..

added idle time = idle time in combined service

- [ sum of idle times in constituent se rvices)

:

added deadhead time = deadhead time in combined service

- [ sum of deadhead times in consituent

services]

loss of flexibility 1!exibility in combined service=

- 1/2[ sum of flexibilities in constituent

services]
_.

This candidate is

k) [added idle time]

Fk [ dded deadhead time] _2

3[ loss f flexibility]+k

Careful formulation of the " linking value function" is expected to be
necessary to produce good itineraries,
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3. 6 Problem Decomposition

Adopting, as we have, the construction af itineraries as the
basis for our approaches to the sizing problem. it appears to be

necessary, and it is certainly convenient, to decompose the problem

The app:oache s we have developed (a-d to be de scribed subsequently),

distinguished as the fixed-fleet and the non-fixed-fleet approaches,

involve the assignment or scheduling of a single transport unit type to

a specified planning interval. In order to make use of these elementary
scheduling approaches, it is necessary to identify a decomposition into

a set of problems, each of which can be addre- ed by the elementary

scheduling approaches, and which collectively address all aspects of

the sizing problem. We envision the possibility of d compcsition

according to any one of the following aspects:

(1) Mode. Possible transportation modes include trucks.

aircraf t and trains. There is a necessity for a decision

mechanism to determine the mode for each shipment

which includes consideration of cost, safety and security.

Once a decision is made, the set of shipments can be

partitioned into separate sets of requirements for each of the
modes. Note that shipments to be handled by trains
and airc raft will likaly require assoc iated shipments

by trucks (e. g. , to the railhead).

(2) . f ransport Unit T_ype. Each shipment must be carried

in one or more ca rrie r units such as truck trailers.

' j (, -
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Then e tractor is required to haul each trailer, escort
vehicles must be assigned to the t~ actor-trailer combina-
tions, and crews must be assigned to the trucks and

esco rt vehicles. This assignment process suggests a

natural decomposition by transport unit type in which

a ssignrr.ents of traile rs, tractors, escort vehicles, and

perscar.el a re made sequentially. An advantage of this

decomposition is that constraints, such as the require-

ment that a moving tractor requires a driver, now appear
,

as relatively simple inte rface problems.

(3) Tims. He re the transport units a ssignments are made

over a time inte rval which is shorter than the total avail-
able shipment schedule. This time interval could be as

short as one or two days and as long a s several months.

(4) G e n e ra ph y. Ratner than considering the shipment

requirements over the whole United States, the country

can be divided into regions and the assignment problems

for each region can be treated separatelp.

The recommended decomposition is a combination of partition-

ing by mode, transport imit, ti m e , and possibly geog raphy, if needed.

First a planning horizon must be set for the scheduling process. The
investigation of the effect of this planning horizon on the schedule will

be an important part of the study. Within this planning horizon the
shipping schedule will be _ > composed by mode s. Airc raft and trains

will probably first be scheduled, thereby imposing a service require-
roent for trucks. The transport units a ssociated with truck shipments

will then be sequentially assigned. For example, truck trailers may
fir.:t be assigned to cover the transportation of the air shipments to

, - ,
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and from the airficids, followed by trailer assignments to cover the

remainder of the shipping schedule. The next step might be to assign
This is followedtractors to cover the requirements of the trailers.

sequentially by the escort vehicle assignments to the trucks, and
Thisfinally the c rew assignments to the trucks and e scort vehicles.

general process is illustrated in Figure 3.11. Note that each step of
the assignment process defines a service requirement for the next

it i s_Since all the assignment pro : esses are similar,step.

expccted that the same basic assignment algorithm can be used for

each step.

It is important to note that othe r decompositions of the assign-

ment process are pos sible and may be desirable. As anothe r example,
assume that the work rules for the truck crews require that they have

a break at home base every two weeks and that they must alv avs remain
Thuse n crewwith the assigned truck tractors between the breaks.

must drive the tractor back to home base toward the end of the two
we ek pe riod. The tractor / crew combination could then be considered

to be a single unit during the two week pe riod between breaks. A possible
,

scheduling procedure based on these rules might appear as shown in

F9 3.12. Othe r possible decompositions of the scheduling process

s..ould be appa rent.

To illustrate the reduction in the magnitude of the assignment

problems when decomposition is used, again consider the numerical

examples used earlier. Assumiag a one-month planning horizon, th e
average number of truck shipments that must be consider ed are aoout

40 without spent fuel and 400 with sper.t fuel. These two figures repre-

sent the average number of trailer assignments that must be made to

cove r the shipments. This is actually the most difficult of the assign-
Oncement procesces due to the flexibility in the shipping schedule.

.

t
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Shipping Schedule
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f
Mode Choice

i

Train T ra ile r Airc raf t

R eq uir e me nt s R equire ments R e q ui re me nt s

.

Trailer Traile r

y Requirements y R e qui re ments y
Tra in y Tra ile r Ai rc raf t

FA s signments A s signme nts A s signme nts
Crew Guard

~

| Crew Guard
Requirements Require- Tractor R e q ui r e - Re q ui re-

ments Requirements . iments ments
Y Y y T Y

Train Airc raftG ua rd T, actor GuardC rew C rewA s sig nments A s signments AssignmentsA s signme nts ss W e s
Escort
Requirements

Y
Escoct

Crew Y VehicleR e qui re ment s
Assignments

C rew
Requirements

Y
Crew

A s sig nme nt s

Figure 3.11 Example of possible decorrposition of th 2 scheduling process
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Truck
Shipments

Trailer Requirements

Y Escort Crew
Traile r Requirements Escort Crew

Requirements A s signme nts

Truck Crew Escort Vehicle
Requirements Requirements

y Y-

Escort
Truck Crew

Vehicle
A s sig nime nts

A s signment s

T ra c to r
Req ui re ment s

Y
Tractor

A s signme nts

Figure 3.12 Example of possible decompositon of scheduling

process for trucks.
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the trailers are assigned, they represent essentially a fixed schedule

service requirement to the tractors and the escort vehicles. The crew

assignments are made based on the fixed tractor and escort vehicle

itine ra rie s. With this decomposition, the assignment of the crews to

the tractors and escort vehicles represents the largest number of

assignments that must be conside red at one time. These numbers are

approximately 130 and 1300 respectively, for shipments with and
without spent fuel.(1)This is a conside rable reduction ove r the total

number of assignments that must be simultaneously accomplished

without any decomposition. This assigament process is further simp-
lified since the crews are assigned based on a fixed schedule service

requirement.

3. 7 Approaches to the Elementary Scheduling Problem

The decomposition of the sizing problem has reduced the tech-

nical issues to that c,f identifying a method for solving the elementary

scheduling pr 3blem, i.e., the problem of scheduling for a single

transport unit ype for shipments in a specified planning inte rval. We
have identified t vo approaches to this elementary problem, distin-

guished as the fixed-fleet and non-fixed-fleet appr aches.

3. 7.1 The Fixed-Fleet Approach

The fixed-fleet approach involve s use of the open-itinerary

construction procedure outlined in Section 3 5.1. In the simplest.

version of this approach, shipments are considered in orde r of earliest

possible departure time, one at a time. Thus, trucks a re assigned to

shipments in this order. This is the essence of Trucking I.

49
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The fixed-fleet approach we envision involves the direct appli-

cation of the open-itinera ry construction procedure, with the planning

interval (the decomposition by time) being a parameter of the method.

In particular, one pa rametric choice reduces the approach to Trucking I,

while anothe r extreme involve s conside ration of the entire inte rval for

which itine ra rie s a re to be constructed.

This approach requires statement of initial conditions in the
form of the numbe r of units and their current commitments. A "wa r mup"

interval will be necessary to remove the dependence of results upon

an arbitrary choice of these initial conditions which might tend to bias

the resultc.

Application of the open-itinerary construction technique te rmi-
nates when no further reduction in the size of service set is possible.

The specified number of transport units is feasible if all shipments

have been assigned, i. e. , attached to initial itine raries. If this does

not occur, it is necessary to test feasibility of a larger numb er of units.
As observed in Reference (2), it is not sufficient to merely provide for

these extra shipments by adding more i. nits at some point in time in the

middle of the planning interval, as this ignores the service that these

additiorsl units may have performed in the earlier segment of the time
interval, and therefore may lead to an overestimate of the required

number of units.

It can Le seen that asce rtaining the required number of units,

say n , involve s the dete rmination that n-1 units cannot handle the

shipments, but n units can. Thus, it is desirable to have mechanisms

fo r:

(1) bounding the required number of units from above and below,

(2) reducing this interval iteratively.

,,
,
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When the numbe r of units is likely to be relatively small, say ten,

relatively simple procedures, c.g.,

(1) take inte rval to be (1, =)

(2) start with one unit and increase until feasible

will pe rhaps suffice. But , when the number is on the order of twenty or

mo re. more efficient techniques should be identified.

This fixed-fleet approach can easily be modified to provide

a cimulation algorithm for the study of the ability of the transporta-

tion system to respond to major perturbations such as vehicle break-

downs. With such a simulation tool, the fleet size will be kept fixed

and the initial conditions may be specified so that no wa rm-up pe riod

may be required.

Important inputs to such a simulation algorithm a re the models

for breakdowns and the policie s for re sponding to them. One possible

response is to completely restart the scheduling process when a break-

down occurs. Anothe r is to attempt to keep the same ba sic schedule

and to handle the breakdown by a relatively small perturbation to the

schedule.

3.7.2 The Non-Fixed-Fleet Approach

The non-fix 'd-fleet approach de rive s from application of the

closed-itinera ry construction method de sc ribed in Section 3. 5. 2. In

this approach, no warm-up is required, nor are iterations on the
number of units. These features are advantages that drive consider-

ation of this alternative approach.

In this approach, the entire planning inte rval of interest is

conside red h, the "elementa ry" prob;em. It is necessary that the

process of constructing closed itine raries te rminate svith all itineraries

-

.
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closed in order that a representation of initial and terminal conditions

for the transport units be complete. A critical element of the detailed

procedure is to assure that this occurs. *

If the return arcs are broken (or ignored) on all the closed

itine ra rie s, the resultant picture is identical to that for the fixed-fleet

approach. It is easily seen that the total fleet requirement coincides

with the total number of return arcs.

3. 8 Shipment Quantities and Convoys

Many shipments in the nuclear fuel cycle will require several
convoying units, e. g. , traile r s. In our discussion of itinerary construc-

tion (Section 3. 5), we have indicated how the quantities of shipments
would be taken into account.

Beyond merely accounting for shipment quantitie s, it may be

desirable to emphasize the creation of convoys in which several trucks

move togethe r unde r a common escort, the purpose being to improve

securi::y, or to reduce overall costs for security.

The itinerary construction methods we have desc ribed are not

directly suited to convoy construction, except in a limited way. If

convoys were to remain intact for the entire duration of the planning

inte rval, empha sis (in the value function, Section 3. 5. 3) on linking

shipments with quantities of the desired amount would tend to produce

convoys. The more likely situation, however, is that convoys will

nc t remain intact for more than one or two shipments.

* Technically, this will not be a problem, as closure can be obtained
by use of an idle period of sufficient duration.
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To handle convoys, a major revision in the itinerary construction

procedure (recursive linking of services) appears to be necessary. It
p will be necessary to provide for the merger of two or more services ^

to form the desired service (convoy). The difficulty does not appear to
be conceptual, but technical details will have to be worked out.
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4. 0 MATHEM ATICAL FORMULATIONS

In this section we give some preliminary mathematical

formulations of some aspects of the computer model of the nuclear

fuel cycle transportation system. Specifically, the following items

are covered: mathematical representation of services, elementary

measures on the services, linking of sequential services, the details

of the integer linear programming (ILP) techniques, and the genera-

tion of itineraries.

4.1 Representation of Required Services

The representation of required services adopted here includes

provisions for flexibility in service times within several inte rvals

(see Figure 3. 3), assumption of a periodic schedule which includes

return arcs (see Figure 3. 4), maintenance, and for quantities of

required services. This is the most general situation we expect to

represent.

A set of required services is in the form of a list, the i*

element of which has the form

[a. , b. , c. , f (s.P t. P P P,n. ,u. , ) , p = 1, . . . , P, } , v. , m . , w. ],

1 1 1 ' 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

where

a. origin
1

b. destination
I

c. quantity of service
1

4
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thp
s. earliest departure time in p interval

1

tht.p earliest arrival time in p i nt e rval
i

n.P number of return arcs corresponding to (s.E, t.P)
1 1

1

thu.p width (flexibility) of p interval
1

P. number of alternative time intervals
1

v. accumulated duty from beginning of this service
1

m. logical variable for inclusion of a maintenance
1

stop within this service

w. accumulated duty to the end of this service
1

The service time alternatives are defined by a choice of a depart-

ure interval p E [1, . . . P.] and then a departurc time f within the interval,

1

[0, u.P). For these choices, the departur e * -ie is s.P + y and the arrival
1 1

time is t.P 47,
1

If the services are considered to be per: odic, the actual arr: val
Pti m e , relative to the departure time, must be adjusted to + P + 7 + n T,

where T is the period.

The accumulat( d duty variable s are related to maintenance

requirements, i.e. , maintenance (or rest) is required after a specified
accumulated duty, and the amount (duration) of maintenance required

'ov. The presence of two accumu-may depend upon the accumulattu -

11ted duty variables will be explained sul.sequently.

_
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4. 2 Elementary Measures
.

- . . . ,

To prepare for the evaluation of linkings of services and of-

itineraries, we introduce some further notation pertaining to certain
.

standard, elementary measure s on services. A set of such measures

would be associated with each discrete alternative interval for each
.

service, in the for m
e

?
Pi l , t = 1, . . . , L ], p = 1, . . . , P.. . [f

1 i

.

[R; , i = 1, . . . , L ]
2

L number of elementary measures (taken to be
'

seven at present ) distinguished by the dis, cete

service time alternative parameter

f. l total service time = t.P P + Tn.P .

- s.
i 1 i 1

..

P
f. 2 total service rniles (= distance from a. to b. -

3 i i ;t
for original service s)

.

P

f. 3 active service time (= total service time for +
1

original services)

f active service miles (= total service miles for
original services)

s

Pf deadhead time (zero for o-iginal services)iS
.

Pf deadhead miles (zero for original services)g

?- ,. ,

/
, t

'

.
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P
f. 7

idle time (zero for original services)
1

and L number of elementary measures pertaining to the
2

entire service (at present one)

i Pi lflexibility (range of departure times) = s.P gg;; 1 1 1

We have indi'.ated how these measures would be lefined for the

original set of services. Measures for equivalent services formed by

linking of two services are defined in the next section.

4. 3 Linking of Services

Here we provide details pertaining to the linking of services.

To do this, we must first consider constraints on accumulated duty

(i.e., maintenance and rest requirements) and temporal feasibility.

If this linking is four.3 to be feasible, the resultant equivalent service

can then be identified. Also considered here are the linking of ser-

vices in a periodic set of services and the special considerations for

" s el f-li nki ng" .

4. 3.1 Maintenance Considerations

Maintenance requirements are defined by (1) an upper bound on

the accumulated dut allowed between maintenance inter mls, and

(2) the required duration of the stay in maintenance. In considering the

feasibility of linking two services, we first attempt a linking without

introducing a stay in maintenance. If that violates the bound on accum-

ulated duty, a linking with a meinten.tnce stop between the two services

is considered.

Consider a sequence of services, as illustrated in Figure 4.1,

which are linked together to form composite service i. This sequence

contains a stay at maintenance. In considering the possible linking

(, ,

'
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. \

service

next service (j)

< being considered
A for linkingf

Figure 4.1 Accumulated duty for a service,
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of this composite gervice (i) with _ .other (possibly composite) service (j),
it is necessary to distinguish between the accumulated duty from the
beginning of service i, v., and the accumulated duty to the end of

1

the service, w.. This distinction is necessary only if there is one
1

(or more) tays at maintenance contained in the sequence. To specify

this condition, we define the logical s ariable m. by
1

.

1 if the service contains a stay at maintenance
m. =

1

0 oth e rwi s e
.

If nl. = 0, we have, by definition, w. = v. .
I 1 1

In considering the feasibility of linking services i and j, there
are four possible combinations of m and m which can occur. To

investigate these cases, the following variables are required:

( travel time from b. to a.=

1 3

y " internal accumulated duty" in travel from=

b te a (e. g. , y = g)

S.(S.) accumulated duty in travel from b.(b.) to=

1 J 1 J

maintenance base (e. g. , equal to travel time)

a.(a.) a c cumula t e r' .cy in travel from maintenance=

1 J
base to a.(a.) (e. g. , equal to travel time)

1 J

We shall make the general assumption that accumulated duty
is additive by journey le,7 Then, for example, if neither service (i or j)
i- "ude s stop at maintenance (m.= m.= 0), the accumulated duty for the( .1

*

-
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new combined service (k) is

= v . + y + w.v
k i j

If we also account for necessary travel to and from maintenance at

either end of the service, we find the constraint to be

k + a. + g. s Dv
i j

where D is the bound on accumulated use.

Maintenance feasibility conditions, and the resultant accumu-

lated duty variables are given in Table 4. I as functions of m. and m.
1 J

assuming no maintenance stop between services i and j.
If the bound on accumulated use is violated, an intermediate

stop at maintenance must be provided for the linking of services i and

j to be feasible. This requires a redefinition of the travel time from
b. to a. to include the maintenance stop, i. e. ,

1 J

( = travel time from b to maintenance
+ required time in maintenance

+ travel time from main + ance to a.
J

Table 4. 2 summarizes the resulta it accuinuhted duty variables

in linking services i and j with an intermediate maintenance stop as

functions of m. and m.. Note that all these linkings are feasible from
1 )

a maintenance viewpoint.

..

= Y
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Table 4.1 Accumulated use assuming no interrriediate

maintenance stop

m. = 0, m . = 0:
1 J

v =v,+v.+n
k i j

feasible if a. + $. + v sD
n j k

m =0

w = v

m . = 0, m . = 1 :
1 J

v =v +v + q

feasible if a. + v 5 D
i k

m =1

w =w.k j

m. = ? , m. = 0:
1 J

v =v

m =1

= w. + y + v .w
k i j

k + 0. s Dfeasible if w
j

m. = 1, m . = 1 :
1 )

v =v
k i

m =1

w = w.k j

feasible if w. + y + v. s D
-, ('

- -

1 j -')
'

,
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Table 4. ? Accumulated duty assuming an intermediate

stop for maintenance

m. = 0, m. = 0:
1 J

=v.+S.v
k i i

m =1

w = a. + v .
k j j

m. = 0, m. = 1:
2 3

v =v.+ .

k i i

m =1

w = w.k j

m . = 1, m. = 0:
1 J

v =v

m =1

w = v . + a.
k j j

m . = 1, m . = 1 :
1 )

v =v

m =1

w =w
k j

- r-
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4.3.2 Temporal Feasibility

The temporal feasibility condition for linking services
i and j is based on checking whether or not the departure time for the

second service (j) can be delayed to a time equal to or later than the

arrival time at a. following the first service (i). This arrival time must
J

account for any required intermediate maintenance stops and dead-

heading.

To mathematically address this temporal feasibility question,
*

TE [0, u.P]define for service i for fixed p and 7,
1

s. = s.P 47
1 1

t. = t.P + 7
1 1

u. = u.P
1 1

7 E [0, u.P]
1

and for service j for fixed q and 0, OE[0, u.9],
J

s.=s. + 0 ,

J J

t. = t.9 + 0
J J

u. = u.9
J J

*
We take the nonperiodic tir.se representation for this discussion so

that the n.P are zero. Discussion of periodic services is deferred
I

to section 4. 3. 3.

U
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The temporal feasibility condition for given values of p and r, which

define the departure time of service i, can be stated as

s.9 + u.9 n t. + e (4.1)
'

J J 1

for at least one value of q. Services i and j can be connected if this

inequality is satisfied for at least one set of values of p and 7
To assess temporal feasibility and to define the resultant com-

posite service variables, all possible pairs of alternative arrival and

departure times must be considered. We approach this issue in two

steps.

The first case to be addressed is the linking of services with

only discrete choice of arrival and departure times, i. e. , u. = u. = 0.
1 J

If alternative p of service i is connected to alternative q of service j and
results in alternative r for the composite service k, the departure and
arrival time that result for the composite service are defined by

r r
(s , ( ), r = 1, . . . P

where P is the number of possible alternatives for the combined

service.

The f easibility and resaltant departure and arrival times for
the combined services are determined by the algorithm which is

summarized in Table 4. 3. The algorithm incorporates the rule for

eliminating any unnecessary internal idling in the resultant composite

service.

Temporal feasibility for the linking of services with alternative

. . " .64 y 3



Table 4, 3 Algorithm for checking feasibility and determining departure

and arrival times for the resultant composite service for the

discrete alternatives case.

Step 1: Set p = 1

Set r = 0

Set q = 0

Step 2: Set q = q + 1

If q > P., stop
J

Else

Set flag = false

Go to Step 4

End If

Step 3: Set p = p + 1

If p > P. , stop
1

Else go to Step 4

End If

Step 4: Compute y = s - (,;P +
If y 2 0, go to Step 5
Else go to Step 2

End If

Step 5: If flag = false

Set flag = true

Set r = r + 1

Set t = t.9k j

End If

# ESet s = s.k i

Go to Step 3

Note: Ihe final value of q is the number of alternatives, i. e., equal to

P ,if P = 0, there is no feasible linking.
--

p) ., v '
k k _ . ,
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service times contained in an interval is described completely by the

temporal constraint (4.1). If feasible, the resultant service has
service times defined by

t = max [t. + (t. - s .) + (, t.]
k i j j j

= min [t - g - (t. - s . ) - (t. - s .), s . + u. ]a
i i j j t tk k

= min [u. - (t - t.), s . + u. - sk]u
k j k j i t

The previous algarithm, and these resultant service definitions,
can then be combined to produce the desired algorithm for testing

feasibilit- of and defining the resultant services alternatives pertaining

to the linxing of service i followed by service j. These resultant

services are denoted bv

r ), r = 1, . . . , Pr r
(s ,t ,u p

This algorithm is summarized in Table 4. 4.

4. 5. 3 Linking of Services in a Periodic Set

Linking of services in a periodic set can be reduced to linking

of services as previously described. This is accomplished in three

steps:

1) transform all service times to aperiodic form

3) execute linking of services

3) transform resultant linked service to periodic notation.

Details of these steps are now provided.
( <
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Table 4. 4 Algorithm for checking feasibility and determining resultant

composite service variables for alternative interval service

time s.

Step 1: Set p = 1

Set r = 0

Set q = 0

Step 2: Set q = q 4 1

If q > P, stop

Else

Set flag = false

Go to Step 4

End If

Step 3: Set p = p + 1

If p > P. , stop
1

Else go to Step 4

End If

Step 4: If s.9 + u.9 m t.P + * go to Step 5
J J 1 '

Else go to Step 2

End If

Step 5: If Rag = false

Set flag = true

Set r = r + 1

#Set t = max [t.P + t.9 - s.9 + g, t.9)k i j j j

# #Set s = min [t - g - (t.P P) - (t. - s .), s.P + u.P)- s.k k i i j j i i

# 9 #Set u = min [u -(( -t 9), s P+u P #]-s

Go to Step 3

Note: The final value of r = P ; if P = 0, there is no feasible linking.
r r
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In transforming service times to aperiodic form, it is most

convenient to arrange for the arrival times t.P for service i, and the
1

departure times s.9 for service j to fall in the standard interval, with
other times being adjusted accordingly. Specifically, if t.P does not

1

fall in the interval, adjust the departure time of i according to

s.P + s P - Tn . P p=3,,,, p,
, ,

1 1 1 1

Similarly, if s.9 does not fall in the desired interval, tdjust the
J

arrival time of j according to

t.9 + t.9 + Tn.9 q = 1, . . . P., ,

J J 1 J

For the second step, we attempt a linking of services. If not

fea sible , service times for service j are increased by the amount T,

and linking is again attempted.

In either ca se, for the third step, the resultant service alter-

natives are transformed to periodic form by first defining

= [s[ / T]z

where [x] is the greatest positive or negative integer which is not
greater than x, and

y =[t r/T)r

k k

In periodic form the resultant departure time, arrival time, and

number of return arcs are found from

i

E
, y

. U ~
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4.3.4 Measures for the Resultant Service

Measures for the linked services i and j and the resultant

service 1, are distinguished by the discrete alternative parameters

p, q and r re spectively. The measures for alternative r of the result-

ant service are defined as follows: (see Section 4. 2 for the basic
definition of these measurce)

r r r r
f =t -s + Tng

#
f = ff + f3 + distance from b. to a.,
k2 12 j2 i j

including deadheading if

necessary

# P 9
f =fi3 + fj3k3

# P 9
f =f +f
k4 i4 j4

f = ff + f3 + deadheud time introduced
#

k5 15 j5

to link service i to j

f =f + f3 + de dhead miles introduced
6

to link service i to j
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.

ff + f3 + idle time introduced tof =
k7 17 j7

link service i to j

Pk Pk I
g =s +u -sg

.

These computations of elementary measures can be easily

incorporated into the temporal feasibility algorithms.

4.3.5 Self-linking

Self-linking is a special case of linking which can arise with

services in a periodic set. The resultant service is a closed loop

which involves connecting the destination of the service to its origin
by means of a return arc.

Maintenance considerations can be handled as previously
described. Temporal feasibility and definition of the resultant

service, however, requires special treatment.

The previous algorithm can be adapted for this by noting that

the periodic nature of the resultant service implies that the service

time alternatives for service i and service j (actually, a copy of
service i) must be the same, i.e., p = q and r = 0. Details of this

adaptation are in preparation.

The elementary measures for the resultant service are also

defined a bit differently. Specifically, we have

f = Tn #

# ff + distance from b. to a,f =
k2 12 t i

vr pf f c'k3 i3
'

.
.
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# P
f = f
k4 14

# ff + deadheading miles fr am b. to a.f =
k5 15 i i

f f + deadheading time from b to a=

r pf = i + idle time introduced to connectg g

b. to a.
I 1

4. 4 Inteuer Linear Procrammine (ILP) Formulations

Here we provide a series of integer linear programming
iormulations for generally increasingly complex forms of the minimum
fleet problem.

4. 4.1 Fixed -Schedule Problems

Let services be labelled generically by i and j. Define

_

1 if service i is directly followed by (linked to) service j
'3 0 oth e rwi s e

_

N= total number of services

A(i) = {j | service j can follow service i}

B(j) = [i | service i can preceed service j }

The minimum fleet problem can then be formulated as the
following ILP:

N

max x

i=1 jE A(i) i.,1 , ; t,,,c
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subject to

x. . s 1
IJ

jE A(i)

x. . s 1
IJ

iE B(j)

These constraints quantify the requirement that service i can be

linked to (followed by) at most one service j; and service j can be

linked to (preceeded by) at most one service i. In words, the fleet

size is minimized when the number of :onnections 0 services is7

maxir d. This pr oblem is efficiently solved by application of the

out-of-kilter flow (OK F) algorithm.

4.4.2 Flexible Schedule Problems

Consider service- with discrete alternatives for service times,

represented as follows:

K = fi j service i is an alternative in the service " bundle" 1)
L

'

A specific choice is specified by the variables

1 if service alternative i is selected
u. =

1

0 otherwise
.

Other definitions are as in Section 4. 4.1.

Certain constraints r.ow enter. First, only one alternative is

selected in each bundle:
u. = 1

w 1

iE K ,
s

72
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Secondly, a service alternative can be involved in a linking only if it

is selected. Hence
u. 2 x..

1 IJ
jE A(i)

u. 2 x._
j IJ

is B(j)

Thie first inequality will hold with equality for all services except for

the last one in a chain when x. . = 0, j E A(i), since no service can follow
IJ

i. Similarly, the second inequality will hold with equality for all ser-

vices except when j is the first service in a chain.

4.4.3 Deadheading

Deadheading can be handled in either of two ways. The simpler

way is to extend A(i) and B(j) as follows:

A(i) = fj | service j can follow service i, with perhaps a
deadhead trip}

B(j) = [i | service i can preceed r ervice j, with perhaps a

deadhead trip}

These sets can be determined a priori, for example, by exercising the

algorithm detailed for temporal feasibility in Section 4. 3.

The second formulation involves explicit representation of the

deadhead : rips and leads to a considerably larger problem. For this

purpose we define

R: the set of al+ernatives for the required services

R = {i | i is an alternative for required service 2]

- o (o
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O: the set of alternatives for the optional services

(i. e. , deadhead trips and idle periods)

O = (i |i is an alternative for optio. al service i}

The total number of services now includes the optional services O

as well as the required services R.

Sets A(i) and B(j) from Section 4. 3.2 are now defined in terms

of direct connections only, i. e. , if required service i can be followed by

required service j only with an intermediate deadhead, then jg A(i). If
k is such an intermediate deadhead, we now have kE A(i), jE A(k), iE B(k)

and kE B(j).

The ILP criterion must be adjusted to account for the fact that

extra services are introduced to provide linkings. Note that now

"
i

i

is the total number of services. Then the number of units required is
seen to be

fu. -z= x.. . x..
1 -

ij ij
-

i f iE R jE A(i) i iE O jE A(i)
i i

This ILP formulation now requires the minimization of z.

4. 4. 4 Multiple Transport Units an .terdependence

The prmnce of transport unit elements of different types leads
to additional complexities in problem formulation in two areas:

1) the need to resolve an approach to a fundamentally multicriteria
problem, and ? ,rmulation of constraints which define the interdepen-
dencies of the tre ort unit types.

t

(' -
'

#
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The details of any specific formulation depend upon the specific

nature of the interdependencies assumed. _ 'or exam f e, if all transport

unit elements are required to travel together, and are maintaineri in

similar fashion, they .ffectively form a single unit and the complexities
mentioned do not arise. As a second example, suppose crews always

stay with their vehicles while out on the road, but reassignments are

possible at home base. Then crews and vehicles must be separately
represented, but the statement " crews always stay with their vehi :les

while out on the road" must be translated into constraints involving
those variables which define the assignments of crews and vehicles.

The points we wish to make here are as follows:

(1) there exist methods for resolving the multicriteria nature
of the problem

(2) interdependencies appear to allow representation as linear
inequality constraints

(3) interdependencies lead to enormous growth in the number

of constrain +s where deadheading and schedule flexibility
are also involved.

We require the following notation to mathematically develop
the formulation of this problem. Define the service sets as follows:

S: set of all possible services for transport unit type k

S R UO=
k

where

R : set of all possible alternatives for required servic s that
must be covered by transport unit type k

.

f.?t.
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O: set of all possible alternatives for optional (e. g. , dead-
k

head) services for transport unit type k

R = [iE R ] service i is an alternative in the required service

bundle 1)

O = [iE O | service i is an alternative in the optional service

bundle 1}

number of required services for transport unit type kN :

nurnber of optional services for transport unit type kM :

Define service alternative variables:

_ 1 if alternative service i is selected for transport

unit type ku =
g

.O oth e r wi s e

And linking variables:

1 if alternative service i is linked to (followed by)

alternative service j for transport unit type k=z ,_
sij

_0 otherwi s e

Feasibility of the linking of service alternatives is defined by

{j } service alternative j can follow service alternativeA (i) =

i for transport unit type k }

{i j service al ernative i can preceed service alternativeB (j) =

j for transport unit type k}

76
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Given values of the service alternative and linking variables, the
number of units of type k is expressed as

*k "ki ~ ~

hijkij

i 1 iE R jE%(i) t iE O jE A (i)

Several approaches exist for handling the several measures for

the distinct transport unit types. These approaches are

(1) to produce tradeoffs for Pareto optimal solutions

(2) combine z 's into a single measure, e. g . ,

z= c z

(3) employ a priority e cheme, e. g. , with the unit type indexing
possibly reordered, solve in sequence

*
min z az

* *
min ( jz =z )ez

.

'
* * *

min (zn>21 1 n-1 n
1 =z ...,z =z 1) - z,

n

where there are n transport unit types. We do not at this point make
a choice between these methods, but rather proceed to a discussion of

the constraints required.

Constraints required are first, a unique selection of an alter-
native for each required service:

-, , 7 I.L,
1

..

3U1
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= 1, Y k , tug

i E R

at most one a ernative for each cptional service

s 1, V k , Iu

iE Okg

and linking of only of selected alternative services.

hij"ki 2 ' '

j6 %(i)

{ , yk, ju a

iE B (j)

These constraints represent a straightforwarn extension of constraints

for a problem with a single unit type.

The remaining constraints define the interdependencies among

the transport unit types. Ir. crder to illus+ rate these constraints, we will

consider a specific examp e of truck schede;.ing, where the truck can1

be separated into a trailer and a tractor. We shall require that a trac-
tor be assigned to any trailer movement.

For this purpose, let k = 1 correspond to the trailers, k = 2

correspond to the tractors. Further define

.

R: trailer movements required to move material

O. deadhead trips for trailers

*
,
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R #^' "# * "*""8 #"9" *" *"2

O: deadhead trips for tractors

We assume that service alternatives for required services R and R
1 2

are compatibly labelled so that u . = 1, u 1 means the trailer and. =
11 21

tractor are together. Then we require that

. =u . iE R 1 (R )
u

11 21 2

Further, those t ra ctor deadhead trips which correspond to trailer

deadhead trips will also be compatibly labelled. Then we also require

u :n u iE O

Introduction of interdependencies apparently forces the more

complex formulation when deadheads are involved in order that we be

able to express the fact that the deadhead trips (of the trailer) require
covering (by the tractor).

For problems with many service alternatives and possibilities
for deadheads, it can be seen that the number of constraints and

" basic variables" (variables which have value 1 in a feasible solution)
is very large indeed.

4. s. 5 Maintenance

Maintenance considerations require that some means be

identified for assuring that a complete set of linkings does net include

any sequence of services which violates bounds on accumulated duty.
Clearly, one could adopt an ILP approach as outlined here, solve the

.. ,

, J g
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problem and then check maintenance constraints. But if the se con-
straints are found to be violated, there arises the question as to what

should be the next step.

It would be desirable to incorporate maintenance considerations

-lirectly in the problem formulation. However, we have been unsuccess-

ful in finding a means for representing maintenance-related constraints

in the .orm of linear inequalities in terms of the linking variables.
Our conclusion is that maintenance considerations lead to a require-

ment for an alternative formulation, one in which maintenance-related

constraints can be easily formulated and checked.

4. 5 Itinerary Construction and Recovery

Here we present details of algorithms pertaining to the con-

struction of itineraries. The first three involve the recursive
linking of services to produce open or closed itineraries. The key to

the approach is that a partial itinerary can be represented as a service

for this purpose. A fourth algorithm is then required to recover the

details of these itineraries.

4. C.1 Itinerary Construction

We provide here a sequence of three algorithms which pertain
to the constructi,n of both open and closed itineraries. The first of

these algorithms (Algorithm I1) represents slight detailing of the

procedure outlined in Section 3. 5. This algorithm provides for the

linking of services based on a linking value function that provides a
measure of the desirability of each linking. As was discussed in

Section 3. 5. 3, this linking value function might be based on added idle

time, added deadhead time and loss of flexibility caused by the linking.

']-
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Aluorithm II (Hasic Itinerary Construction)

Step 1: Define linkings to be considered (as new linkings

to be considered)

Go to Step 2

Step 2: For each new linking

Determine feasibility of the linking

If feasible

Determine value of the linking

Save value in a sorted " linking value list"

EndIf

End For

Go to Step 3

Step 3: Ii no feasible linkings, stop
Else

Select linking of highest value

Get combined service

Save selection in " linking selection list"

Go to Step 4

EndIf

Step 4: Adjust service list

Adjust " linking value list"

De fi n, new linkings to be considered

Go to Step 2.

,it '
1;
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Alcorithm 12 (Itinerary Construction with a Restricted Linking

Value List)

Step 1: Define linkings to be considered

If no linkings, stop

Else Go to Step 2

Endif

Step 2: For each linking

Determine feasibility of the linking-

If feasible

Determine value of the linking

Save value in a restricted, sorted " linking

value list"

End If

End For

If no feasible linkings , stop

Else

Compute bound for saving values

Go to Step 4

End If

Step 3: If no feasible linkings

Go to Step 1

Else

Go to Step 4

End If

,

,k )
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Alcorithm 12 (continued)

Step 4: Select linking of highest value

Get and save combined service

Save selection in " linking selection list"

Go to Step 5

Step 5: Adjust service list

Adjust " linking value list"

Define new linkings to be considered

Go to Step 6

Step 6: For each new listing

Determine feasibility of the linking

If feasible

Determine value of the linking

If value not less than bound

Save value in restricted, sorted " linking

value list"

End If

EndIf

End For

Go to Step 3.*

3,

'
\
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The set of lir kings to be corisidered may be quie large. For

example, if the service list contains 100 entries, there could be as

many as 10 linkings to be considered. The resultant list of the

linking value fu. ctions will require considerable storage. One way.

to reduce this requirement is to restrict the list of values retained

to the top n, with n perhaps equal to one hundred.

Algorithm I2 incorporates this concept. The saving and sort-

ing of linking values is now performed in two phases. In the first

phase, embodied in Step 2, all linkings are examined the top n are

identified, and the n largest value is computed for use in the cecond

phase. Step 6 embodies this second phase. Here only newly identified

linkings are examined, and values are sorted into the service list,

but only if they exceed the previously identified bound.

At some point, the list of values may become exhausted, but

only because the values for all remaining possible linkings a re less

than the bound. The algorithm then returns to Step 1 and Step 2 is
repeated on the remaining reduced set of services.

Algerithm I3 provides for a degree of optimization through a

backtracking procedure in v hich linkings with less than highest value

are selected. This algorithm is derived from Algorithm I2 by

replacing in Step 1 of that algorithm the statement

"If no linkings, stop"

by the statement

"If no linkings, Go to Step 7"

and the addition of Step 7 and 8 as follows:

Step 7: If no combined services remain or if ,nough

solutions have been found, stop

84 CC i l,om ,



Else

Dismember last remain ng combined service

Adjust service list

Recover linking values

Suppress last selected linking

Go to Step 8

Step 8: If no more selections of feasible linkings at th: 9

stage are available

Go to SS p 7

Else

Go to Step 4

End If.

Algorithm 13 is the version which will be implementec'. Nete
that by limiting the number of solutions to be found to one, this

algorithm reduces to Algorithm 12. Implementation requires the

detailing of a number of procedures indicated, for example, " Define

linkings to be cor sidered. " The procedure " Determine feasibility of

the linking" was previously detailed in Section 4. 3.

In implementing Algorithm 13, differences in open and closed

itinerary construction will arise in several procedures, in particular:

(1) " Define (new) linkings to be considered. " In closed

itinerary construction, all pairs of services are candi-

dates for linkings, including self-linkings, in open

itinerary construction, services representing initial

itineraries may only be predecessors i., a linking,

whereas services representing shipments may be either

predecessors or successors.

- , t' O}o '

,
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(2) " Determine feasibility of the linking" and " Determine

value of the linking". Closed itinerary construction
requires provision for self-linking.

These differences will result in distinct implementations.

4.5.2 Recove_ry of Itinerarie s

The recovery of itineraries is basically a two part process.
The first part is to represent an it'.nerary by a binary tree which
represents all th'e linkings of services which were used to build the

itinerary. This is illustrated in Figure 4. 2. Here, for example,

combined service 16 was formed by linking original service 1 and

combined service 17, which, in turn, was formed t.y linking original
services 3 and 6. This tree can be built with the tirne order of the
original services increasing to the right, as shown. In this example,
the itinerary handles, in order, original services 1, 5,6,7,8, 11
and 13.

The next step in this recovery process is to use an "inorder"
traversal algorithm to recover the legs of the itinerary. The

"inorder" traversal algorithm is illustrated by the dotted lines in
Figure 4. 2. Starting with combined service 30 at the top of the tree,

the algorithm searches dovm and to the left until an original service
is encountered, in this case number 1. It then searches up the tree
to find that original service 1 is part of combined service 16. At this

point the details of the linking of services 1 and 17 (5), e. g. a main-
tenance stop, a deadhead leg and/or idle time, are extracted. Then

the rearch proceeds down until original service 5 is encountered.

Proceeding up to combined service 17, the details of the linking of
services 5 and 6 arc extracted. At this point we have extracted the

8A
-. ;
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details of the linkings between original services 1 and 5, and 5 and 6.

This process then continues, as indicated by the dotted line in Figure

4. 2, until all the original services in the itinerary are considered.

Algorithm 14 describes this proce ss for the recovery of the

details of the itineraries.

.
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Algorithm 14 (Recovery of Itineraries)

Step 1: Find last service in service list that has not

been considered

If none, stop

Else

Afark this service considered

Go to Step 2

End If

Step 2: Build itinerary tree by expanding all services

until all original services are identified

Go to Step 3

.

Step 3: Traverse the itinera y tree in "inorder" to

recover the order of linking of services.

As each node that is a combined service is

reached, output all related jour acy legs.
Go to Step 1.

~ , f', I|,
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5. 0 RE COMhE NDA TIONS

'

The purpose of this section is to define the capabilities of the

ultimate model, and to describe a software development sequence

leading toward this ultimate rr lel.

,

5.1 Ultimate Model Capabilities
.

The ultimate model to be developed will provide two distinct

functions: -

(1) vehicle fleet and crew roster sizing
-

(2) simulation of performance of fixed fleets and crew -

rosters, including occurrence s of br 3akdownc.

In accompliching these fuoctions, the folloving items will b _ provided: a

5

(1) shipping schedule of variable * size and covering an
ir.te rval of variable duration

(2) a variable number of modes, to represent possibilities
.

of shipments by airc raft, trains or trucks {
(3) a va riable number of convoy element type s, to represent. .i

'

for example in the truck mode, the trailer s, t ra c to r s ,

escort vehicles and personnel
4

(4) variable problein decomposition structure

In additicn to these fundamental structural elements of the model, pro-

vision for flexible specification of variou s rules will be nsde, specifically .

fo r
2

(1) the linking value function,
.

.

(2) convoy make-up rules , and

(3) performance measures. k

#
That is, the actual number will be a problem paramete r wbject

only to dimension constraints.

L
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Output options will include

(1) itineraries for all transport units

(2) various performance measures for individual and sets

of itine ra rie s (c. e , ave rage pe rcent idle time)

(3) fleet and crew roster sizes.

We intend to use structured programming techniques in

developing and documenting the code. The highe r level structure of

the code, as presently envisioned, is presented in Figure 5.1. The

characteristic features of this approach are top-down design and the

structuring of code into small, logically coherent segments of code,

embodied as distinct FORTRAN functions and subroutines.

Such modularizatiori provides flexibility by isolating functions

to one ot a few subroutines so that alternative approaches can be easily
imple. mente d. For example, the choice between a fixed fleet or

nonfixed fleet approach to sizing is manife sted by a choice of the

segment of code labelled as GENITN in Figure 5.1. One version of

GENITN is further detailed in Figure 5. 2. The remainuer of the code

is not impacted, except for certain input options whose details are

specific to the choice of approach.

anothe r area whe re this modula rization will be important is

the selection and testing of various rules for ordering linking of
s e rvic e s. We plan to isolate pro isions for these rules in a single
f un c tion.

5. 2 Model Development

it is recommended that model developmet.t be carried forward

in a sequence of versions, a s de sc ribed in Table 5.1. An ove all

model design will be identified which will provide for this sequential
,

-
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. _ _ . . . . _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ . ,

- Table 5.1 Model Versions
Indicates new or modified feature

Component Ve rsion Ve r sion Ve r sion Ve r sion
Fea tu re s 1 2 3 4

_

Modes one one several s e ve ral

Transport Unit
several several seve ral severalElements

Convoying no no yes yes

e Simulation Yes; no breakdown Yes; no breakdown Yes; with breakdowns Yes; with breakdownsA

. ' Fixed-fleet and Fixed-fleet and Fixed-fleet andAssignment
Fixed-fleet only . . .Approach nonfixed-flee t nonfixed-fleet nonfixe d-fle et

Special Auton$ ate d
Input / Output none none none sensitivity j
Options analyses |

t

b
.
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.

development, so that each version is useful for a rational set of analy-

ses. Fu rthe rmo re , proceeding from one version to the next involves

only refinements and/or additional modules rather than wholesale

changes to previously developed code.

Ve rsion I will provide for complete sizing of all transport unit

types for a single mode (trucking), using a fixed-fleet oriented approach.

This is a simulation approach but provision for breakdown will not be

made. Provisions for a variable planning horizon will be included.

Version 2 will incorporate a non-fixed fleet approach to

sizing.

Version 3 will extend the model to handle several modes (i. e. ,

aircraft and rail in addition to trucks), convoying, and to provide for

breakdowns in the simulation.

Ve rsion 4 will extend input and output options to simplify sen-

sitivity analyse s , i. e. , provide for a succe s sion of model runs and

subsequent graphical displays.

Additional model development issues, not cove red in these

versions, include

(1) variable problem decomposition structure

(2) detailed temporal restrictions reflecting work rules

pertaining to holidays, weekends, etc.

The versions indicated will use a fixed problem decomposition structure.

Our recommendation is that the so. ture of Figure 3.11 be adopted

for this purpose.

- c i. ;- '. ,
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Appendix A

BIBLIOGR APh Y

A considerable number of papers and reports were reviewed

in the course of this effort. This appendix lists these papers and

reports in two sections. The first is an anotated bibliography of
those papers and reports that appear to be of direct relem ence to the

developrnent of a computerized model for the nuclear fuel cycle

material transportatica system. The second section lists those papers

and reports that do not appear to be directly relavent to this effort.
Included in this latter group are references which discuss procedures

for estimating costs of various types of transportation systems. If
cost extimates are required, some of these items may be moved to

the directly relavent category.
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A.1 Di r e c tly Relevant Papers and Reports

Papers and reports of possible direct value to transportation
network design and scheduling.

1. Applegren, H. H. , " Integer Prograr.cning Methods for a __

Vessel Scheduling Problem, " Trans. Sci. , Vol. 5, pp. - 'r

64-78 (1971).
-

Goal is to schedule fixed fleet of chips to optimize revenue. --

Presents two integer programming algorithms to sun e

p roblem. The emphasis is placed on a branch and bound

algoritlun which is used to eliininate noninteger solutions to

linear programming solutione. Thic is basically the Land -

-

and Doig method. Also discusses a cutting plane algorithm
which was not as c fective.-

-

2. -

Aronson, E. A. , "A Tran portation Scheduling Algorithm",
Sandia Laboratories, SAND 75-0374, July 1975.

This is a heuristic scheduling algorithm which can incorporate
constraints such as maintenance. This is the only constraint

treated here. The payoff is minimum cost. Neglecting
~

maintenance, this heuristic algori;hm is compared with
optimal linear programming solution.

.

3. Baligh, H. H, Dellinger, D. C. , and Volpp, L. D. , "An
-

1

Algebra for the Design of Transportation Networks, " Trans.
S ci. , Vol. 6, No. 4. pp. 354-378 (November 1972).

_

An abstract algebra is presented. It includes time coordinates

for scheduling as well as space coordinates. Probably too
general and abst act to be of much direct value to us.

-.
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4. B ellmor e, M. , B ennington, G. and Lubore, S. , "A
Multivehicle Tanker Scheduling Problem," Trans. Sci. ,
Vol. 4, pp. 36-37, (1970).

Sets up as an integer linear programming problem with
be . ale constraints. Discusses cutting plane method for

solving problem and concludes that these are not adequate.
Discusses and recommends Land and Doig branch and bound

approach. No examples are given.

5. Blomeke, J . O. , K e e , C. W. , and Salmon, R. , " Shipments
in the Nuclear Fuel Cycle Projected to the Year 2000",
Nu mk r y N ou,, " a! 8, June 1975, pp. 62 65.

Presents a summary of the projected nuclear fuel cycle ship-

ments up to the year 2000. Separate treatment given to fresh

fuel, spent fuel, plutonium, high level waste, cladding waste,
noble gas fission products, fission-product iodine, tritium,

alpha solid wastes, alpha-beta-gamma solid wastes, and

beta-gamma waste s. In all cases gives shipments per year

and vehicles in transit.

6 Bodin, L. D. , Kyde s , A. S. , and Rosenfield, D. B. , " Approx-
imation Techniques for Automated Manpovier Scheduling",
Report No. UPS/UMTA-1, Program for Urban and Policy
Sciences, State Univ. of New York, Stony Brook, New York,
11794, February 25, 1975 (presented at Workshop on Auto-
mated Techniques for Scheduling of Vehicle Operations for
Urban Public Transportation Services, Chicago, II. , April
27-29, 1975).

First considers two procedures for approximating size of
workfor ce : (1) a lower bourd estimate (very simple) and

(2) an approximate procedure that operates on schedule.

Then presents five scheduling metnods: (1) exact (not practical)
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(2) sequential, (3) concurrent, (4) batch concurrent, (5) sequence

of assignment problems. In the latter, the idea of " aggregating"
services is used to reduce computation. Discusses use of

sequential and concurrent methods for simulation, with exten-

sions. Then briefly discusses composite procedures using
service aggregation technie,ues.

7 Dantzig, G. B. , Maier, S. F. , and Lansdowne, Z. F. , "The

Application of Decomposition to Transportation Network
Analy s i s ", Rept. No. DOT-TSC-OST-76-26, Control Analysis
Corp. Palo Alto, California, October 1976.

Discusses how decomposition methods can be applied to five

specific network problems in transportation a) tiaffic assign-

ment with fixed demar- b) traffic assignment with elastic

demands c) network design d) optimal staging of investments

over time and e) sub-area focusing. Emphasis is on decomp-
osition into geographical regions using Generalized Binders

decomposition. Main section of interest is section 6 on

Solving Traffic Aseignment and Sub- Area Focussing Problems

by Geographic Decomposition.

8. Gavish, B. and Schweitzer, P. , "An Algorithm for Com-
bining Truck Trips, ' t rans. Sci. , Vol. 8, No. 1, pp.13-23
(February 1974).

Considers large number of trucke and how to assign them to
jobs to minimize "deadheading". Jobs or schedules are fixed.

A number of unique constraints are present. These include:

1) jobs i and j cannot be combined sequentially if it would
mean that the truck arrives too early at j , 2) certain jobs
cannot be combined due to their nature; and 3) certain jobs

cannot be combined due to unique truck requirements. Each

~ ' .101 {Js's
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type sf truck considered separately. One week planning horizon
used. Formulates as integer linear programmi , problem.

Then converts it to a miassical transportation problem.

Describes computational tricks used to speed convergence.

9. Gertsback, I. and Gurevich, Yu. , " Constructing an Optimal
Fleet for a Transportation Schedule," Trans. Sci. , Vol.11,
No. 1, pp. 20-36 (February 1977).

Uses " deficit function" technique to optimize fleet size for

a fixed schedule. Emphasizes periodic schedules. Includes

brief discussion of problems with ficxibility in arrival and

departur e times. This is the only reference in English which
treats this deficit function approach. The only references on

this method listed in the paper are in Russian (2) or in a

proceedings of a foreign conference. Apparently this method

has been used in the USSR.

10. Glover, F. and Klastorin, T. D. , "A Generalized Recursive

Algorithm for a Class of Non .tationary Regeneration (Scheduling)
Problems, " Nav. Res. Log. Quart. , Vol. 21, No. 2, pp. 239-246
(June 1974).

Con.=iiers nonlinear formulation of a passenger transpor-

tation problem. Presents a reneral dynamic programming

algorithm for its solution. No specific examples given.

11 Glover, F. , Klingman, D. , and Ross, G. T. , " Finding
Equivalent Transportation Formulations for Constrained
T ransportation Problems , " Nav. Res. Loc. Quart. , Vol.
21, No. 2, pp. 247-254 (June 1974).

Presents method for transforming transportation problem

with additional constraints into standard problem. Probably

not of much use to study.
-
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12 Ha s seltine , E. H. , De laquil, P. , and Leary, P. L. , "Spe cial
Nuclear Material Flow Projections for the Commercial Nuclear
Industry", Sandia Laboratories, SAND */5-8276, March 1977.

Presents project ns of the flows of special nuclear material

with the commercial power industry. Based on power levels

and reactor types, subject to assumptions regarding plant load

factors and recycle of reactor products, total monthly material
flcws between operating fuel cycle facilities from 1976 to 2000

are examined. Projected yearly flows of special nuclear

material are presented and the yearly numbers of single chip-
ments are calculated assuming conventional truck carriers.

.

13. Has seltine, E. H. , and Leary, P. L. , " Trucking I, A Compu-
terized Transportation Model", Sandia Laboratories, SAND
75-82 36, July 1975.

This is a fixed-Heet sizing type algorithm. Number of

vehicles incremented until minimum fleet size found. Sched-
uling is according to specific rules with priority given on any
day to shipments made available earlier, but not yet assigned
a tru ck. Assumes one truck per shipment. Maintenance based

on time is included. Results of several sensitivity studies
presented.

14. Klingman, D. and Russell, R. , " Solving Constrained Trans-
portation Problems, " Ops. R es. , Vol. 2 3, No. I pp. 75-106
(January-February 1975).

P resents specialized method (prirnal simplex) for solving
trar.sportation problems with several additional linear
constraints.

'
,
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15. KcGesar, P. J. , Rider, K. L. , Crabill, T. B. , and Walker,

W.. E. , "A Queuir.g-Lincar Programming Approach to Scheduling
Pc2 ice Patrol Cars, " Ops. R es. , Vol. 2 3, No. 6, pp. 1045-1062
(November-December 1975).

Gc al is to minimize number of patrol cars while maintaining

pc.-formance standards. Required service times are random.
Us es integer linear nrogramming for generating schedules.

Ur.ique feature in random demand for service.

16. Levin, A. , " Scheduling and Fleet Routing Models for Trans-

portation Systems, " Trans Sci. , Vol. 5, pp. 232-255 (1971).

Goal is to minimize flect size of air-transportation system.

Use "bipartiate" graph technique which matches departure

and terminal stations. Time is included. First considers
fixed schedule. Then treats variable schedule using " bundle

c ons traint s ". Solves as linear programming problem with a

Land and Doig algorithm (branch and bound) to eliminate

noninteger solutions.

17. Levin, A. , " Solving the Airline Crew Scheduling Problem
by a Land and Doig Type Algorithm", M. I. T. Flight
Transportation Laboratory, Memo FTL-M69-2, Nov. 1969.

Geod example of the application of the Land and Drig type

algorithm to the crew scheduling problem.

18. M a rington, B. , and Wren, A. , "A General Computer Method

for 3us Crew Scheduling". Operational Research Unit, Centr e

for Computer Studies, Univ. of Leeds, Leeds LS2 93 T
(pre sented at Workshop on Automated Techniques for Sched-
uli:4 of Vehicle Operators for Urban Public Transportation

Ser-ices , Chicago, II. , April 27-29, 1975).

. .
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Presents heruistic techniques for crew scheduling. Interesting

factor is the different extremes in union rules that must be

treated as constraints. In many cases the computer generated

schedules were not as good as those generated manually.

19. Mar in-IIf, A. , "A Branch-and-Bound Algorithm for
Determining the Minimal Fleet Size of a Transportation
System, " Traas. Sci. , Vol. 4, No. 2, pp. 155-163 (May 1970).

A concise treatment of a branch and bound algorithm for

finding minimum fleet size of a transportation system. P roblem

is set up as an integer linea r programming problem. Example
presented for shuttle line between two stations.

2: 0. McKay, M. D. and Harticy, H. D. , " Computerized Scheduling
of Seagoing Tankers, " Nav. Res. Log. Quart. , Vol. 21, No. 2,
pp. 255-266, (June 1976).

Integer linear programming formulation is solved using linear
programming to minimize total cost. Explains how to eliminate
noninteger solutions.

21 Nicoletti, B. , " Automatic Crew Rostering, " Trans. Sci. ,
Vol. 8, No. 1, pp. 37-42, (February 1975).

Uses graph theory to solve problem. Connects " crewmen"

nodec with "ascignment" nodes, associating st with each arc.
Cost lased on past activities, particular assignment and

consequences on future. Uses " minimum flow" algorithm

2o solve problem. Has potential value for crew assignment.

- i I t
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22. Orloff, C. S. , " Route Constrained Fleet Scheduling", Trans.
Sci. , Vol. 10, No. 2, pp. 149- 168 (May 1976).

Discusses school bus schedules with both fixed and flexible
arrival times. Want minimum cost (labor) fleet. No rigid

constraints. Concludes that no efficient algorithms have

or can be devised for general fleet scheduling problems.

Must focus on heuristic methods instead.

23. Rhoads, R. D. , " An Overview of Transportation in the Nuclear

Fuel Cycle", Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories, BNWL-
2066, May 1977.

This is a good summary of the packaging and transportation

modes that are currently used and envisioned for the nuclear

fuel cyc1w. Detailed treatment is given to each type of

shipment. An Appendix gives the government regulations

pertaining to the transportation of radioactive materials.

24. Rubin, J. , "A Technique for the Solution of Massive Set
Covering Problems, with Application to Airline Crew
Scheduling", Trans. Sci. , Vol. 7, No. 1, pp. 34-48, (1973).

Gives heuristic method for solving massive set covering

pr oble m s . TMs is done by solving series of subproblems
considering bigh cost columns first. Example s given.

25. Simpson, R. W. , " Scheduling and Routing Models for Airline
Systems", M. I. T. Dept. of Aeronautics and Astronautics,
Flight Transportation Laboratory, Report No. R68-3,
December 1969.

A comprehensive review of the state-of-the-art in 1969 of

the optimal computer modei . concerned with scheduling and

routing problems for passenger air transportation systems.

\ ,k \
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Models include 1) fleet assignment, 2) fleet plan ning

3) dispatching, 4) vehicle routing and 5) fleet rouiing.

Excellent list of references for each model class.

26. Srinivasan, V. , and Thompson, G. L. , " Determining Cost
vs. Pareto-Optimal Frontiers in Multi-nodal Transportation
P r oble m s ", Tran s. Sci. , Vol. 11, No. 1, pp. 1-19, (1977).

Very theoretical theorem-proof paper. Payoff weights

cost and time. Uses parameter to generate cost vs. time

tradeoffs.

27. We s t, L. E. , "An Information System for Management and
Allocation of Transportation Resources", Sandia Laboratories,
SAND 76-0571, Decernber 1976.

A detailed description of the information system required to

manage the transportation system for nuclear material is

presented. It includes a description of a process in which

itineraries are produced. Flow diagram presented for

scheduling, but no specific algorithms.

28. Wilhelm, E. G. , " Overview of the Rucus Package Driver Run

Cutting Program - RUNS", Mitre Corp. , (Presented at workshop
on Automated Techniques for Scheduling of Vehicles Operators
for Urban Public Transportation Services, Chicago, il, April
27-29, 1975.

Deals with b1 sic program design and flow, and techniques

used to develop driver schedu!es. RUNS consists of five

operations (1) process and check input data (includes schedule

of vehicle blocks and travel times between driver relied points)

(2) initial schedule of runs (1 and 2 pirce) (3) eliminate "left-

overs" or trippers in legal manner (4) run cost min
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(5) eliminate " trippers" in any manner possible. Labor ~

rule s ured to generate initial schedule. Also run cost is

calculated. First schedules one-piece runs, then two-piece.,

runs. Whole p ocess is heuristic in nature.
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A.2 Other Papera and Reports

The following r pers and reports were reviewed and it was

determined that they have little direct value in developing the com-

puterized model for the nuclear fuel cycle transportation system.

1 Cook, J. D. , " Profitability Analysis in the Motor Carrier
Industry", Management Accounting, Vol. 54, May 1973.

2. De Neufville, R. , Hoffmeister, J. , and Shpilberg, D. ,
" Investment Strategies for Developing Areas: Models of
Transport", De pt. of Civil Engineering, M. I. T. , Cambridge,
Mass chusetts 02139, RPT R72-48 (PB 219 292).

3. Eads, G. , Nerlove, M. , and Raduchel, W. , "A Long-Run
Cost Function for the Local Service Airline Industry: An
Experiment in Non-Linear Estimation", Rev. of Economics
and Statistics, Vol. 51, No. 3, August 1969, pp. 258-270

4. Fitchie, J. W. , "The Problems of Financing Transport
Systems", Aeronautical Journal, Vol. 77, April 1973,
pp. 163-169.

5. Folk, J. F. , " Studies in Railroad Operations and Economics,
Vol. 7. A Brief Review of Various Network Models",
PB-2 44 124, M. I. T. Trans. Sys. Div., Dept. of Civil Engin-
cering, June 1972, (M. I. T. R PT 72-42).

6. Harvey, R. P. and Robinson, D. W. , " Computer Code for
Transportation Network Design and Analysis", PRT No.
DOT-TSC-OST-77-39, Control Analysis Corp, Palo Alto,
California, May 1977.

7. Heising, C. , "A Determistic Model to Asses LWR Expansion
Strategy Costs", Unpublished Sandia ( ?) paper, 1977 ( ?).

8. K rokalk, P. , Felt s, W. , and Necson, J. , " A Man-Machine
Approach Toward Solving the Generalized Truck-Dispatching
Pr oble m", Trans. Sci. , Vol. 6, No. 2, May 1972, pp. 149-170.

.
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9. Ling a raj , B. P. , Chatte rjee, A. and Sinha, K. C. , "An
Optimization Model for Determining IIcadways for Transit
R out e s ", PB-2 37 2 33, August 1974, Urban Trns. Pror.,

Marquette U. , Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

10. Love, R. F. , and Morris, J. O. , " Mathematical Models of
Road Travel Distances", Math. Res. Cntr. , U. of Wisconsin-

Madison, February 1977, MRC Tech. Summary RPT # 1719.

I1. Mar tin Vega, L. A. and Ratliff, H. D. , " Scheduling Rules for
a Class of Fixed Route Freight Scheduling Problems",Research
R PT No. 7 5 - 3, Dept. of Indus. & Sys. Engr., U. of Florida,
Gainsville, Florida 32611, June 1975.

12. Medeiros, M.F.,Jr., "En Route Air Traffic Flow Simulation",

AD7 51929, DOT, Trans, Sys. Cntr. , Cambridge, January 1971.

13. Melton, R. E. , "Que st: A Simulation Model for the Navy

Quicktrans System User's Manual", OTNSRDC, Comp. and
Math. Dept. R&D R PT #4358, December 1975.

14. Meyer, J. R. , & K raft, G. , "The Evaluation of Statistical

Costing Techniques as Applied in the Transportation Industry",
Am. Economic Rev. , Vol. 51, No. 2, May 1961, pp. 313-334.

15. Miller, James C. III, "A Time-of-Day Model for Aircraft
Scheduling", Trans. Sci. , V ol. 6, No. 3, August 1972, pp.

221-246.

16 Moberly, K. D. , and Gorychka, T. C. , "A Mathematical Model
for Determining Lugair Flight Schedules", AFIT MS Thesis
SLSR 27-76 A ADA031295.

17. Pollack, M. , "Some Aspects of the Aircraft Scheduling Prob-
lem", Trans. Res., Vol. 8, No. 3, August 1974, pp. 2 33-243.

18. Sal zbu rn, Franz J. M. , " Optimum Bus Scheduling", Trans.

S ci. , Vol. 6, No. 2, May 1972, pp. 137-148.

19. Seneca, R. S. , " Inherent Advantage, Costs, and Resource

Allocation in the Transportation Industry", Am. Economic
Rev., Vol. 6 3, No. 5, December 1973, pp. 945-956.
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20. Toye, C. R. , " Automated Guideway Ground Transportation
Network Simulation", PB 246 758 (DOT-TSC-UMTA-75-18)
D. O. T. (Trans. Sys. Center) Cambridge, Massachusetts 02142,
August 1975.

21. Trygar, T. A. , "Two Stochastic Simulators for Testing Fixed

Route and Demand Actuated Transportation System Routing and
Scheduling Policies", PB 252 647, U. of Pitt. Ph.D. Di s s e r t.

1974.

22. Young, D. R. , " Scheduling a Fixed-Schedule, Common Carrier
Pas senger Transportation System", Trans. Sci. , Vol. 4, No. 3,
August 1970, pp. 243-269.

23. Vogt, W. G. , and Mickle, M. H. , "Comparisor of Variable and
Fixed Routes for Demand Actuated Transportation Systems",
PB 252 888, U. of Pitt. Dept. of E. E. , August 31, 1974

(SETEC EE 7410).

24. Vogt, W. G. , and Mickle, V. H. , " Pints Documentation (Pitt

Network T_ransportation S_imulator)", PB 252 889, U. of Pitt.
De pt. of E. E. , August 31, 1974.

25. Comsis Corp. , " Traffic Assignment August 1973. Methods,
Applications and Products", Prepared for Fed. Hwy. Admin. ,
August 1973, PB 244 954,

26. Ellis, R. S. , and Rishel, R. W. , "An Application of Stochastic

Optimal Control Theory to the Optimal Rescheduling of Airplanes",
IEE E Transactions on Automatic Control, Vol. AC- 19, No. 2,
April 1974, pp. 139-142.

27. Berkbigler, K. P. , " Estimating the Availability of LLEA Officers",

Sandia Laboratories, SAND 77-8626, July 1977.

28. Brobst, W. , "Transportatian of Nuclear Fuel and Waste",

Nuclear Technolouv, Vol. 24, December 1974, pp. 343-355.

29. Gallagher, R. J. , Stimmel, K. G. , and Wagner, N.R., "The
Configuration of Road Convoys: A Simulation Study", Sandia
Laboratories, SAND 77-8625, July 1977 (presented at 18th
annual meeting of Nuclear Materials Management, Washington,
D. C. , June 28- 30, 1977).
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30. Ke eton, S. C. , and De Laquil, P. , " Conflict Simulation for

Surface Transport Systems", Sandia Laboratiries, SAND
77-8624, July 1977.

31. " Alternatives for Managing Wastes from Reactors and Post-

Fission Operations in the LWR Fuel Cycle", ERPA 76-43
Vol. 3 (3 of 5 volumes), May 1976.
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